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Unfortunately, the winter season isn't all fun and
games for everyone, especially the needy.
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How Can You Help?
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~
with The Salvation Army is holding a |
clothing drive to help clothe the needy
people in the K/W area. The drive will
take place in the concourse on
&'% Dec. Ist, 2nd and sth .
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• mittens & scarves I
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Tis the season to give, so dig up those old clothes you never wear and
donate them to someone who really needs them.
THISISSUE
This is likely the last time we will ever am a Kubas
cover. It's quite sad really. The happy side is the
great turn out
for the protest on Parliament Hill
last week. So what it probably won't achieve any-
thing? Students are joining together and dealing
with issues. That is a great start. The white fluff)'
stuff falling recently however, is not a great start.
news
; Great comprehensive cover-
i age this week of the federal
| protests being launched by
i university and college stu-
-1 dents. Fight the powers that
be. Speaking of fighting the power, Laurier food
services is also under the gun, as students are
demanding meals on the weekend. Check out the
Bag 0' Crime this week. Stereo anyone?
opinion
Look waaay up to this
week's editorial by Shawn
Callan on the TV genera-
tion. Vocal Cord poses a
very important question this
week that we all must consider, especially during
those tiring, essay-laden nights. Why arc you so
upset, Mark? No pontine today? Don't miss the
article on the rise of racist groups in Toronto.
I feature
This week's feature hits hard
on international issues of
human rights. It is brought
to you by Lauricr's own
Amnesty International. They
examine both Canada's role, and the role of
Amnesty as a whole. I love the awesome cartoon
that starts the feature off, and the important mes-
sage it reminds us of.
sports I
Congratulations to the
entire football team. You did
us proud, both on the field
and in the awards depart-
ment. We'll miss you, Kubas.
How else shall we dress our cover? Great look
back by Pete Robinson on Knbas' career at
Laurier. Scott Stinson brings you another great
book review to beat those pro-sport blues.
entertainment
The Barcnaked Ladies up
close and personal - check it
out. I can't believe the
Dynamic Duo this week. It is
going to bring readers to
their knees in horror. Believe it or not, the letter
are real. Apparently, the letters get worse as exams
draw closer, 11mmm.... Good Hard Cord this
week. The King told me he's pleased with it.
two cents worth
This two cents seems to
have turned into a buck
fifty. See that break-in article
beside us, beware. I too, am
a survivor of the well-man-
nered burglar. One V.C.R. later, we are left watch-
ing CKCO due to no converter and lousy movie
options. They came in our patio at 7:30 in the
morning. Talk about starting the day off with a
bang. Oops. According to North York teachers,
that language would be a little too violent for us
kiddies. Okay. Try it again assholes, and I'll show
you a new use for the sliding door.
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NEWS
14,000 protest
Army ofstudents lay siege on Axworthy
DAVID CHAKROUN
Canadian University Press
The Green Paper Made Simple
Aboutfunding colleges and univer-
sities:
How it works now
Tax points: Federal government
now transfers $3.8 billion annual in
"tax points" to the provinces for
post-secondary edcuation. These
are taxes raised by provinces that
once were federal domain.
Further transfers: Another $2.6 bil-
lion in "cash transfers" are sent to
provinces for post-secondary edu-
cation.
How it would work
To students: Axworthy proposes
giving the cash transfers directly to
students in loans and grants.
Grants would l>e available to low-
income students.
Tuition: Axworthy says university
tuition would increase by no more
than $2,000 a year, from the cur-
rent $2,500 average.
OTTAWA — More than 14,000 stu-
dents demonstratedon
Parliament Hill Nov. 16 against
the federal government's pro-
posed social policy refonns.
"They say cut back — we say
fight back," chanted the protest-
ers, who occupied the grounds
of Parliament Hill for the day-
long event.
The protest was organized by
the Students' Federation of the
University of Ottawa and the
CanadianFederation of Students.
It was attended by students from
25 universities and colleges from
Ontario, Quebec and the
Maritimes.
Under reforms proposed by
Human Resources Minister Lloycl
Axworthy, the government
would cut $2.6 billion in federal
transfer payments to Canadian
universities and colleges.
The reforms have been con-
demnedby student leaders, who
claim that cuts to federal funding
may drive tuition up to $4,000-
8,000 ]X'r year.
Axworthy emerged from the
House of Commons to address
the crowd. But protesters pelted
him with macaroni, eggs and lit-
ter when he reached the podi-
um.
"I'll send you the bill,"
Axworthy joked, brushing egg
from his suit.
Axworthy defended the pro
posed cuts to the crowd, saying
that students must take a greater
financial responsibility for their
education.
"This idea that [students] are
exempt from broader reforms
is
ridiculous," he said.
PICTURE:
FRED
CHARTRAND
(CDN
PRESS)
Student protesters on Parliament Hill pelted Minister Axworthy
with raw eggs and uncooked Kraft dinner
Break-ins hit Waterloo
And these midnight visitors aren't St. Nick
ROXANNE COPPENS
Cord News
Imagine it. You wake up in the
middle of the night hearing
sounds somewhere in your
apartment. Your bedroom door
opens. You sleepily call out
"What?" A stranger's voice
answers "Sorry, man," and races
out of the house.
This was the case of Bryan
Rowe, a third year business stu-
dent at l.aurier, who was robbed
on November 3 at approximately
2:30 am. While Bryan and his
roommates were asleep, at their
30 Hickory St E. address, the
house was broken into and
$1200 worth of pioperty was
stolen. The thieves got away
with two stereo speakers, a
Discman, a leather jacket and
even two pairs of running shoes.
The intruders entered the
house through the patio door
and then fled when one of the
residents awoke.
When police arrived, they
found several footprints sur-
rounding the premises but the
thieves were not identified or
found.
Residential break-ins like the
one just described may be a
greater problem than you think.
A recent front page feature in the
Kitchener-Waterloo Record
warned city residents about the
frequent break-ins in Waterloo.
The article stated that, "There
were almost 3000 residential
break-ins in the WaterlooRegion
in 1993- That's an average of 8 a
clay, making them one of the
most prevalent crimes."
Constable Dave Snider,
Ontario Provincial Police, claims
that statistics show that every 1
to 3 hours there is a break-in
somewhere in Waterloo.
Snider also stated that the
large number of break-ins are -a
result of increased drug use and
the need for kids to live up to
today's social expectations.
"Look at kids today, they all
have to have nice clothes and
cars with expensive stereo sys-
tems,"he said.
The key to avoiding a break-
in is being aware of and using
simple preventative techniques.
Of course, most university stu-
dents cannot afford expensive
security systems, but there are
several other ways to make your
home secure.
The Record published a list
of ways to make your home
secure. The suggestions listed
here are the easiest and afford-
able prevention methods:
1. Invest in quality locks for all
doors especially patio doors.
Another option for patio doors
is a bar that prevents hwglars
from sliding them open.
2. Install powerful outside lights
and motion sensor lights.
When not at home, leave a
light on inside. But vaty which
one.
3. Make sure ladders and tools
are not left outside at night.
4. Lock all doors and windows
while at home or in the back-
yard.
.5. Engrave valuables with your
driver's license or social insur-
ance number. Regional police
will lendyou an engraver.
6. Take an inventory ofwhat's in
your house, including model,
make and serial numbers of
electronic equipment.
Constable Snider, adds that it
is important to keep your house
free from dust so that if you are
broken into the odds of finding
fingerprints will be greater. He
also said that it is important to
have your windows clean,
because thieves are more likely
to enter through windows and
leave their prints there. If the
windows, are clean, prints are
easier to find and identify.
If your house is broken into
said Snider, not to touch any-
thing until the police arrive so
fingerprints are not disturbed.
Most break-ins occur because
doors and windows aren't
locked. Don't make it easy for
them, just lock up.
"An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure" — tacky,
but true.
Dramatic re-enactment of the break-in at 30 Hickory St PICTURE:
MARION
HENSEL
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But students did not take well to
Axworthy's implications that only the
elite attend university, according to
University of Toronto student union
president Gareth Spanglett.
"Axworthy referred to that fact that
why should 80 per cent of Canadians
Hind 20 per cent of an elite group? Me
came out really aggressively and made
it clear this is going to happen one way
or the other," Spanglett said.
Over chants of "Bullshit!" and
"Axworthy, c'est pourri," Axworthy said
the proposed reforms have not yet
teen adopted by the government and
the proposal is still open to discussion.
"There is no government policy at
this point," Axworthy said.
"Come around the table and work
with us to find solutions," Axworthy
said. "Do you have the guts?"
Bur time to negotiate with the min-
ister over the proposed cuts is running
out, Spanglett said.
"To go out and tell people to come
out and get to the table, he's got a five-
week period, and we're already into
week number three.
'The figures will be done for the
February budget,"he said.
The protesters were also addressed
by Progressive Conservative Leader
jean Charest, MPs Svend Robinson
from the New Democratic Party and
Antoine Dub from the Bloc Quebecois,
who denounced the federal govern-
ment's cuts.
Many were ecstatic about the large
number of students who took the day
off to protest in Ottawa.
"This is the biggest student protest
since 1968," said Spanglett.
Sonia Garcia, a student at the
Heritage College in Hull, said she and
several friends planned to camp out in
front of the Parliament buildings. For
Garcia, this protest is far from over.
"1 want to prove to them that we're
still fighting; that we're not giving up,"
Garcia said.
"How are we supposed to make a
future for the generation that comes
after us with $60,000 of debt?"
Student protests are planned to nin
until Jan. 25, when a national student
protest will be held against the cuts
Spanglett said the Ottawa protest, if
nothing else, will help build student
momentum to oppose Axworthy's pro-
positi.
"1 think we accomplished a lot. The
main idea behind it was to communi-
cate that this is something very real. It
will help build momentum as it will be
a combination of things, both by stu-
dent politicians and activists, in order to
stop the cuts," he said.
JamesBrownfor mayor?
LEE HEWITT
Cord News
Sometimes, all you need in life is to he first, be
quiet, and have a "kick-ass name,"
That formula paid dividends for James Brown;
not the Godfather of Soul', but a 24-year-old stu-
dent who recently ran for mayor of London. The
Chatham native, without making any public appear-
ances or publishing any campaign literature, fin-
ished fourth out of a field of seven candidates and
garnered 620 votes.
Brown said he "knows absolutely nothing"
about municipal politics, but decided to run as
"more of a social study than anything else".
"I knew I wouldn't win," he said. "I just wanted
to see what would happen".
Although he finished well behind mayor-elect
Dianne I laskett, he still finished ahead of three 'seri-
ous' candidates. He attributes his success to the
alphabetical placement of his name at the top of the
ballot, and the similarity of his moniker to that of
renowned soul-man James Brown.
Certainly the popular support did not come
from the substance of his campaign. Not once,
Brown said, did he publish campaign literature,
advertise his candidacy or issue a statement to local
media.
Although he needed only ten signatures and no
monetary deposit to run. Brown does not believe
that the electoral system is at fault. The blame for
his mock-candidacy, he said, lies directly with the
voters.
"620 people voted for me," he said, "and I didn't
have a clue [what 1 was doing], I could have run
the city into the ground. I would have had to call
[the former mayor] and begged for help."
Brown, a graduate of Sterling Business Academy
in London, made his candidacy decision over a
round of coffee. After joking with
friends about running for mayor, he
decided to place his name on the bal-
lot. It was the last the public would
see of him until the week after the
election.
The 'phantom candidate'
believes there is a message in his cam-
paign for students.
"Run for mayor," he said,
" and
you might just win. You don't have to
know a thing".
Bag O' Crime
Medical Assistance
1300 Hrs Tues. 15 Nov. 94
Security responded to a call
regarding a student suffer-
ing from a seizure in the
Student Union Building.
Health Services also
responded and the student
was assisted to the doctor's
office.
Unauthorized Soliciting
1200 Hrs Wed. 16 Nov. 94
Acting on information
received from Waterloo
Regional Police, officers
searched the campus for
two male individuals who
were selling stereo speakers
from a red Chevrolet van.
The speakers were appar-
ently of a much lower quali-
ty than what these "entre-
preneurs" were staling. After
conducting a thorough
search the vehicle was not
found.
Stolen Car Recovered
1515 Hrs Wed. 16 Nov. 94
After checking a vehicle
which had received three
parking tickets it was dis-
covered that it was stolen.
Regional Police were noti-
fied and the car was
impounded.
Theft Under $1000
1755 Hrs Wed. 16 Nov. 94
A WLIJ student reported the
theft of the front wheel
forks of his bicycle. No sus-
)X_'CtS.
Mischief
0730 Hrs Thur. 17 Nov. 94
A faculty member reported
that at approximately 9:50
I'M, Wed. 16 Nov. 94 an
unidentified male had
caused minimal damage to
the bulletin board outside
his office by setting fire to it.
The llames were quickly
extinguished . The matter is
under investigation.
Theft Under $1000
1255 Hrs Thur. 17 Nov. 94
A IJW student reported that
his wallet had been taken
from his bag when it was
left unattended at the Will
library.
Theft Under $1000
1430 Hrs Thur. 17 Nov. 94
WLUSU officials report that
approximately $300 had
been removed from the soft
drink machines in the
Student Union Building
sometime loetween 07 Nov.
and 17 Nov. No signs of
forced entry into the
machines could be detect-
ed. Investigation continues.
Harassment
1730 Hrs Fri. 18 Nov. 94
A WLU student filed a
report regarding another
student who had been
harassing her. The matter is
under investigation.
Suspicious Persons
2130 Hrs Fri. 18 Nov. 94
Two non-WLU students
were issued trespass warn-
ings after they were found
acting in a suspicious man-
ner near the bicycle racks
on the south side of the
Central Teaching Building.
Intoxicated In A Public Place
0320 Hrs Sun. 20 Nov. 94
A IJW student was found
passed out near the Athletic
Complex. He was revived
and transported to his resi-
dence.
Medical Assistance
1820 Hrs Sun. 20 Nov. 94
A WLU student was trans-
ported to hospital by her
don after being struck in the
face while playing squash.
Dangerous Driving
1935 Hrs Sun. 20 Nov. 94
A UW student has been
charged with dangerous dri-
ving after operating his
vehicle in an erratic manner
on WLU-controlled proper-
ty-
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Prof wins grant
SPECIAL TO CORD NEWS
l.aurier professor of sociology Juanne
Nancarrow Clarke has been awarded the
1994 Therese F.-Casgrain Fellowship for
Research on Women and Social Change in
Canada.
The $40 000 in research funding that
this award carries will be used by Clarke
to carry out a study on the politicization
of breast cancer in Canada.
Clarke believes that this is "perhaps
the latest and strongest of the rising tides
in the women's health care movement."
For instance, the policy changes in the
major cancer research and treatment
insti-
tutes that now require survivor represen-
tation on boards and peer review research
panels indicate how the support, advoca-
cy, and networking groups
of breast can-
cer sufferers and survivors have managed
to bring about change.
The people and issues behind this
movement for social change are the focus
of Nancarrow Clarke's study. Her descrip-
tion and analysis of the history (1983 to
1995) of the politicization of breast cancer
will be completed in the coming year.
She expects to publish
her findings in
a series of journal articles and as a book.
"Winning this prestigious award
through a national competition is a tribute
not only to Dr. Nancarrow Clarke's
out-
standing record of research
but also to the
excellence of research conducted at
Laurier," said WLU Dean of
Graduate
Studies and Research Barry McPherson.
A professor at Laurier since 1971,
Nancarrow Clarke was co-ordinator of the
women's studies program from 1986 to
1990 and the chair of the department of
sociology and anthropology from 1989 to
1992.PICTURE:
INSTITUTIONAL
RELATIONS
The quite obviously happy Professor
Nancarrow Clarke.
Student strike calledforJan 25
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
Following on the heels of last
Wednesday's student protest on
Parliament Mill, the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS)
decided to call for a National
Day of Strike and Action on
January 25, 1995.
As a student lobby group
representing more than 50
campuses nationwide, the
CFS
has taken this action in
response to Human Resources
Development Minister Lloyd
Axworthy's recent social securi-
ty reform proposals.
"The Federation believes
that the current proposal to
shift the burden of debt onto
students' shoulders is equiva-
lent to a time bomb that will
unquestionably destroy
Canada's public system ol post-
secondary education" said the
CFS in a recent press state-
ment.
At the protest on Parliament
Hill, Axworthy himself chal-
lenged students to "Come
around the table and work
with us to find solutions. Do
you
have the guts?"
So far, this clay of Strike and
Action has been the CFS's only
response. "Throughout this
process,
Minister Axworthy has
attempted to portray the
Federation as just another spe-
cial interest group
without
any
mandate. Our members are
determined to prove
him wrong.
On January 25,
1995, Axworthy will
hear from thousands
of students from across the
nation and this time, he better
be listening," warned CFS
National Chairperson Guy
Caron.
Laurier is not a member of
the CFS, and hasn't been since
1992 when it split away from
the Ontario Student Federation
(CFS's provincial branch) to
help form the Ontario
Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA).
"We are still organizing the
strike, but we will Ix; contact-
ing OUSA...to invite them to
hold an event on the same
day," said Caron.
"The whole idea is ridicu-
lous," said Students' Union
President Ralph Spoltore of the
planned strike. "These are des-
perate measures made by des-
perate people. I can guarantee
that OUSA won't Ix; taking part
in any strike."
Spoltore was unforgiving in
his analysis of both the
Parliament Hill protest and
the
strike. "Every time you see
anything about students on the
news now, they show that
protest. It makes us
all look
bad. Do they (CFS) really think
that this is going to work?"
Students donate
meal card money
AMANDADOWLING
Cord News
Laurier students have until
November 28th to give a
Christmas dinner to a
needy soul.
Meal Kxelnmge At
Laurier is collecting
unused meal card dollars
again this week in their
second bi-annual food
drive.
The deadline for
donations has been
extended in an attempt
raise the last $200 needed
to meet the organization's
$3000 goal.
This year the donated
dollars are going further
than in the past. Rahul
Raj, the founder of the
organization has worked
out a deal with food ser-
vices to buy the food at
wholesale prices.
Anselma I louse (a
home for battered
women), St. Monica
House (a home for preg-
nant teens), and the KW
food bank are three of the
many organizations who
will receive the meat, veg-
etables and other gcxxJies.
Though the organiza-
tions receive food and
funding from other
sources,
Laurier's dona-
tions will help to ease the
need during the holiday
season.
"If we can save them a
hundred dollars on food,
then they [the organiza-
tions] can spend a hun-
dred on an extra bed,"
said Raj.
This year's drive has
seen an overwhelming
response from the resi-
dents of Willison Hall
who have donated $900
so far. They aren't the
only ones who have been
generous. "One girl gave
$100 which is surprising
for this time of the year,"
said Raj.
He attributes such
generosity to the selfless-
ness of the students.
Students can make a
donation by calling Raj at
883-9004, or by contacting
their house council.
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WLU students want more
Food Servicespetitioned to open on weekends
ROB GLOVER
Cord News
Munv students are staving < >n campus over
the weekends this term. They may lie choos-
ing to stay for any number of reasons, but it
certainly isn't for the food: the Dining 1 lall is
closed down on weekends this year.
Al MacNevin, Little House Council
President, had been repeatedly approached
by residents asking him why the Dining Hall
wasn't open on
weekends. So, he started a
petition, requesting that Food Services pro-
vide meals on weekends. As a member of
the Inter Residence Council (IRC) Executive,
he was able to circulate the petition through
all the residences, gathering almost 800 signa-
tures.
Last Thursday, along with other IRC
Executive members, he presented the petition
to Cliff Bilyea, Laurier's director of Ancillary
Services, in a meeting with Food Services rep-
resentatives.
In the petition to Bilyea, MacNevin point-
ed out the high cost of eating off campus,
and how quickly the $300 allowance for eat-
ing off-campus, disappears. MacNevin also
pointed out that surrounding universities, like
Waterloo and Guelph, provide food for resi-
dents on the weekend.
"Even Western, whom everyone at Laurier
loves to hate," MacNevin said in his petition,
"most residences... provide three meals per
clay on weekends for residence students.
Surely some sacrifices could be made by
Food Services if for no other reason than to
keep pace with UWO."
MacNevin also believes that, due to the
number of students staying on campus this
term, there will be a large turnout for week-
end meals, so being open will be more than
just a matter of pride.
Bilyea said the reason the Dining Hall has
been closed weekends this year is because
last
year,
when the 1 lall was open weekends,
the number of students using
the Hall didn't justify keeping
lhem open.
However, as MacNevin
indicated in his petition, "This
year's students haven't had the
opportunity to show Food
Services that they will indeed
use the Dining Hall in signifi-
cant enough numbers to jus-
tify having it open."
Bilyea also mentioned
that the University had
signed a contract with Versa
Foods, who will he setting up in the
new Science Building in January, which
implied that Versa would be the only food
provider open on weekends on campus. But
MacNevin, among others, pointed out that
Versa didn't have the facilities to provide for
full meals. "Students will want more than just
soup, sandwiches and chili," he said.
In response, Bilyea
1 ... \7.v.
agreed to "talk" to Versa about the Dining
t fall being open on weekends, sometime this
week.
In the meantime, Fcxxl Services will open
the Hall for brunch this weekend, from 11:30
am to 2 pin..
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CASA opens its doors
HANNA DOMAGALA AND
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
Representatives from sixteen
Canadian universities congregated
lor five days in Kdmonton at the
fourth annual Winds Of Change
Conference, and l.aurier was in the
thick of it.
Hammered out in the forge of
this conference was a draft constitu-
tion for C.ASA - the Canadian
Alliance of Student Associations, an
alternative national student lobby
organization.
Unlike the Canadian Federation
of Students (CPS) which concen-
trates on both student issues and
social justice (abortion, women,
gay,
and lesbian rights), CASA is
mandated in its drafted constitution
"to provide representation on feder-
al issues to the federal government
and other agencies within federal
jurisdiction focusing primarily on
undergraduate university issues."
One of its first actions was a
response to the infamous Axworthy
Green Paper. The paper was
reviewed, opinions were voiced,
and a mutual understanding was
reached.
Together, the sixteen universities
voted in favour of adapting the
much-discussed paper.
It was sug-
gested that the federal and provin-
cial loans should be combined and
that the rate of loan repayment
should depend on a person's earn-
ings after their education had
ended.
A Member of Parliament who
was involved in the writing of the
Green Paper was present to discuss
the university funding cuts, account-
ability, and effectiveness of different
funding models.
CASA's stand can be summed
up in the words of Steve Doak, pol-
icy advisor to WLU Students' Union
and one of its two representatives at
the conference, "We are aiming to
maximize accessibility, accountabili-
ty, and quality (of loans) within the
post-secondary systems throughout
Canada".
The need for an alternative
national student lobby lias come to
a head with the Axworthy paper.
The CFS has decided that protests
and strikes are the answer. CASA
however, says Doak, wants to
"approach the government rational-
ly, sit down and talk rather than go
through arguments, insults, and bat-
tles." Perhaps somewhere, an
answer will Ix; found.
With revisions to the drafted
constitution being made over the
next few weeks, CASA will formally
come into being in January 1995
when the constitution will be signed
at the University of New Bmnswick.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
Attention Graduates:
Forde Studio has been
serving the graduates of
WLU forthe past2s years,
We pride ourselves on the
quality of ourworkand
servioe. Now is the time to
have your graduation
portraits taken by a
professional photographer.
Call Forde Studioat:
745-8637
toarrangean appointment.
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Is
this
legal?
STEVE HUNWICKS AND
JASON BILODEAU
CORD NEWS
Advicefrom
Legal Resources
Disclaimer: 'Ibis column follows the
exploits of Terry Tenant and Lany
Landlord, and is not written by
lawyers but by WLU sliidenls/legal
counselors; that's why it's free. BtU
it's si illgood advice.
Week 6: The Eviction Process, Part I
Lany thinks that Terry is getting
100 smart for his own good. It
seems that every Thursday morn-
ing, he comes up with some new
legal issue that Lany has to comply
with. Larry is feci up, and has
decided it is time to get rid of
him
and his seemingly endless list of
demands.
Rather than going through the
hassle of actually asking the pain to
move out, Larry just changes the
locks on the doors while Terry is at
sch(X)l. Lany is off to a bad start. I ie
doesn't realize that tenants cannot
be locked out of their units unless
there is a court order for such
actions. After the police explain this
concept slowly and repeatedly to
Lousy I.any, he hands over a new
set of keys to the house, and slinks
off in his brand-new Intrepid.
Lany refuses to give up
and tries
a new plan of attack. With a lew
quick phone calls, Lany has the gas
and electricity turned off, hoping to
drive out Terry. This strategy is not
much better: not providing essen-
tial services is a violation ol the
property standards by-law. Alter
the property standards
officer
explains this slowly and repeatedly
tt) Lousy Lany,
he has the services
turned back on.
Well, Lany is plum out of ideas
and decides to give up. Terry was
never worried for a minute, because
he knows that a tenant can only be
evicted for specific reasons, which
include:
1. intentionally or negligently caus-
ing excess damage to the unit; or
2. interfering with other tenants
enjoyment of the premises; or
3. failure to make rent payments on
time. There is a grace period
allowed by the Landlord and
Tenant Act, but the Court will not
support continued abuse of this
pericxl; or
4. committing, or allowing illegal
acts to be committed on the
property;
In celebration of his moral victo-
ry, Terry
throws one hell of a
wicked house party, inviting all 6 of
his friends. Unfortunately, one of
Terry's friends, while imitating the
red Power Ranger in a drunken stu-
por, puts his foot through the front
door. It took 30 stitches to close
the gaping wound, but of more
concern to Larry, the door looked
like "excess damage" to the proper-
ty-
Seizing the opportunity to rid
himself of the rental pain in the ass,
Larry gleefully serves his favourite
tenant with a notice of termination.
Although we cannot condone
Terry's actions, the law does allow
him a grace period to pay for, or
repair the damages. If he does so,
the termination action will be
stopped. Big note here: this is a
one-time-only grace period; it exists
so that Terry isn't evicted for a trivial
accident. He shouldn't look at this
as a license to wreck the house.
Since the legal eviction prcxress
is so damned complicated, Terry
decides to visit the Legal Resource
Centre, and speak to a counselor.
The helpful volunteer is glad to give
Terry a brochure outlining the tech-
nicalities of the process, and Terry
returns to his pad for an evening of
happy reading.
Next week, we'll look at the
step-by-step processes involved
with lawful evictions. Remember
that the Legal Resource Centre can
always help with unlawful eviction
and other legal problems. We're
located in the TV Lounge, on the
second floor of the Student Union
Building.
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's Up Around Campus: A Calendar ofEvents
of Ecology in the Urban World,"
12:30 p.m., room
PlOl3/1007. For
more info call 884-0710, ext.
2230.
• Concert: Opera Excerpts, 8 p.m.
in the Maureen Forrester Recital
Hall. Free for Laurier students.
• "Blues Synergy" in Wilfs.
Saturday, November 26
• Croatian Club writes Christmas
cards & wraps toys, with
Croatian
school kids, to send to Croatia.
For info call Anita Bacic at 747-
3317.
• Concert: Opera Excerpts,
8 p.m.
in the Maureen Forrester Recital
Hall. Free for Laurier students.
• "Riverworks" at Wilfs.
Sunday, November27
• Concert: Advent Carol Service
featuring WI.U Chapel Choir. St.
Matthews Lutheran Church,
Kitchener. 4 p.m. Free admission.
• WLU Wind Ensemble, 7 p.m. in
the Maureen Forrester Recital
Hall. Free for Laurier students.
Monday, November 28
• Monday Nite Football in
Will's.
Tuesday, November 29
• Music at Noon, 12 p.m., in the
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall.
• Concert: Faculty of music accom-
paniment class, 8 p.m. in the
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall.
Free admission.
Wednesday, November 30
• Women's Volleyball vs. Brock. 6
p.m.
Wednesday, November 23
• Chinese Students' Association
General Meeting, 5:45 p.m., room
2C3.
• Amnesty International General
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Niobe
Lounge.
• Debating Society General
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., rcx>m
P'lol7.
• LCF Meeting, 5:30 p.m. in the
Turret.
• Glenda Simms lectures on "New
Frontiers in Canadian Social
Relationships: Understanding or
Disunity?" 8 p.m., in the PMC.
Free admission. For inio call 884-
0710, ext. 3800.
Thursday, November 24
• Drama Club presents
Theatresports 2:30-4 p.m. in the
Concourse.
• John Marrocks in Wilfs.
Friday, November 25
• German Klub's Annual Christmas
Dinner, Concordia Club, 6:30
p.m. For tickets contact German
Department Secretary.
• Donald Goellnicht lectures on
"The Future of English Graduate
Studies," 10:30 a.m., room P1027.
For more info call 884-0710, ext.
3433.
• Christine McCall and Stephen
Clarkson, authors of
" Tnideau
Our Times, Vol. 2," will speak at
noon in the PMC. Free
Admission.
• Jon Planck speaks on "The Role
*gm
Ttil May 1995 *T|
And your Diamond
Will Be Forever oxc.
■
20' to3ir fra
• Anthropology Club presents a
guest speaker. For info call
Jennifer West at 725-4720.
• Economics Association goes to
Yuk Yuk's. Tickets $6 at the door.
7 p.m.
• Laurier Christian Fellowship's
Christmas Worship meeting 5:30
p.m. in Turret.
• Psychology Society presents a
tour of Career Services, 4:30 p.m.
• Author Brian Fawcett, former
Globe and Mail columnist and
author of Gender Wars reads
from his book. 1 p.m. in room
P2067. Free admission. For more
info call 884-0710, ext. 3868.
• CMA Night 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the
PMC. For more info call 725-3354.
You can take control
of genital herpes
atiA fartfte* 6 yearn j
* wmm mH
\ mm
...and your life
Coping with recurrent symptoms availability of affordable treat-
such as itching or burning pain, ments, and counselling — can
tingling, sores, or even localized help you get your life essentially
redness in or near the genital back to normal and potentially
area has never been easy. Add keep outbreaks out of the picture
to this the emotional impact of for years.
guilt, resentment, depression... To confidentially learn more
a disruption of daily life. about reducing the severity and
Advances in medical research frequency of genital herpes
now enable you to do some- outbreaks, and minimizing the
thing about genital herpes out- risk of transmission through
breaks. A greater understanding safe sex guidelines, contact title
of genital herpes — plus the National Herpes Hotline.
rAII 1-800-HSV-FACS
1-800-478-3 2 27
And consult your physician
This week in the
20th century
November 23
1918: The US reports 53,169 deaths in World War I.
1921: As part of Prohibition, beer is banned in the US. I
1927: Famed violinist Yehudi Menuhin makes his debut.
1954: C.M manufactures its 50 millionth car.
1956: Soviet tanks crush a 1 lungarian uprising in Budapest.
1964: Catholic Church drops latin as its official language.
November24
1954: Ed Sullivan signs a 20 year deal with CBS.
1973: Australian Alx>rigines get the right to vote.
1977: Tomb of Alexander the Great's father is found in Greece.
1979: US admits troops were exposed to Agent Orange in Vietnam.
1993: 2 11-yr-oids are convicted of murdering British toddler Jamie Bulger after
alxlucting him from a shopping mail-
November25
1915: The Ku Klux Klan is revived in America.
1923: Transatlantic broadcasting is established.
1936: Germany, Italy, andJapan form the Axis Alliance.
1963: JFK is buried at Arlington Cemetary.
1976: OJ Simpson sets NTT rushing record.
November 26
1908: The US has the highest divorce rate in the world.
1922: King Tut s tomb is found.
1940: Warsaw's Jews are roundedup and placed in a ghetto.
1949: India Ixxomes a sovereign democratic republic.
1979: Iran seizes the US embassy in Tehran.
1990: Jerry Hall and Mick Jagger get married.
November 27
1945: C.A.R.F. is foundedto help Furojx-'s war victims.
1953: US playwright Fugene O'Neill dies.
1962: Ist Boeing 727 flies.
1990: John Major becomes Prime Minister ofGreat Britain.
November 28
1905: Ireland's Sinn Fein declares itself a political party.
1912: Albania gains independence from Turkey.
1934: Baby Face Nelson, the #1 outlaw in America, is found dead.
1962: Netherlands' Queen Wilhelmina dies.
1971: Ist female priests ordained by the Anglican Church.
1989: The Communist regime in Czechoslovakia collapses.
November29
1924: Composer Giacomo Puccini dies.
1929: Ist flight over the south pole is completed.
1939: USSR invades Finland.
1943: Marshall Tito Ixxromes leader of Yugoslavia.
1952: Ist International Birth Control Organization is founded.
1978: 909 drink poisoned Kool-Aid and die in Jonestown Massacre.
1985: Crack hits the streets of New York.
1987: Cuban inmatesseize two US prisons in an armed standoff.
INTERNATIONAL
Chunnel makes history
LILIAN SCHAER
CORD INTERNATIONAL
The seven wonders of the world can now add another to their ranks. Having captivated the
imaginations of hundreds of people throughout the ages, it is touted as one of the greatest
engineering feats of modern times. At the clawn of the 21st century, it has finally happened:
Great Britain and France are linked by a tunnel beneath the English Channel.
A high-speed Eurostar train completed the first commercial journey through the tunnel,
nicknamed "Chunnel", last week. It is now jxxssible to get from London to Paris in just under
three hours!
The train inns twice a day in both directions across the Channel, a service which officials
hope will Ixj increased to several daily trips lx.'tween Ix>nclon and Paris, and London and
Brussels. The cost for a round-trip journey from London to Paris ranges from $208 to $427.
Separate shuttle trains also take trucks through the Chunnel Folkestone, England,
and Calais, France. This will lx_' expanded to include passengers cars within the near future.
The first train from Paris and the one from London both made their first trans-Chunnel trip
with no glitches and arrived at their destinations on time. Earlier preview trips had Ix'en
plagued by stoppages and delays.
TRAVEL:
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
By Marion Hensel
Location: Island, western Europe
Area: 244 820 square kilometres Population: 57 800 000
Language: English Currency: Pound
Main Airports: London Heathrow, London Gatwick, Manchester, Glasgow
Major Cities: Birmingham, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, London, Manchester
Food: The English are known to cater to your palate with Asian style restaurants. The pubs
are a must, but last call is always around 11pm.
So how about those Limies? These people are so creative, they distinguish themselves by
going against the grain and driving on the opposite side of the road. In fact, this creativity
reaches so far into the hearts of the English that they dig a tunnel right through the Channel
to the French, whom they can't stand in the first place. Even the famed royal family leads
such an interesting lifestyle, it puts Days ofOur Lives to shame! This is a definite stop for all
travelers who like to see something out of the ordinary.
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CUTS!
1 HOSTEL AND ISIC CARDS FOR
RTnTBTEHi THOUSANDS OF DISCOUNTS WORLDWIDE
1 B-Bllig
...plus Contiki and Top Deck Tours, Volunteer Abroad,
Bon Voyage Travel Insurance and more! a
£2TRAVELCUTS !
■r The Travel Company of the Canadian Federation of Students
University Shops Plaza, 170 University Ave. W. 886-0400 ,
nnnmw(vis
LUNAR LIDZ
STOCKING STUFFERS
I CHQ^b^ATES
Around the world in seven days...
Around the
World
LILIAN SCHAER
Cord International
...A transport train accident in Switzerland caused
the clos-
ing of the famous
St. Gotthard tunnel for several days. A
wagon carrying
chloroform derailed inside the tunnel, and
passengers
were rerouted by bus and train while crews
worked on the clean-up. It was the third chemical spill
caused by a trainaccident inSwitzerland this year.
.Almost 8.7% of China's population, or about 80 million
people, live in absolute poverty, says the Chinese govern-
ment, which wants to eliminate poverty by the year 2000.
...
The fossilized remains of a 1915 year-old woman were
recently examined in a Sydney, Australia laboratory. A vic-
tim of the famous 79 A.D. eruption of Mount Vesuvius, she
probably asphyxiated when fine ash from the volcano mixed
with mucus and clogged her respiratory system.
...Unexploded World War n bombs were found in two
German towns, causing more than 15,000 people to flee
their homes. The largest bomb contained 1,270 kg of explo-
sives.
...A diary found in England is (relieved to be that of Jack
the Ripper, now suspected to Ix.' a Liverpool cotton mer-
chant. The Ripper killed and mutilated 5 London prostitutes
in 1888.
...There is new hope for diabetics. Pig ietus cells have
been implanted into human
recipients, all diabetics, in
an experiment in
Sweden. In some
cases, the pig
cells were pro-
ducing insulin.
...Wilma
Rudolph, who
overcame polio
to Ixxome one
of the world's
greatest track
stars, died at
age 54. At the Rome
Olympics in 1960,
Rudolph became the first American woman to win three
gold medals.
...A 72-page Leonardo Da Vinci notebook,
dated early
16th century, sold to billionaire William Gates for $41.8 mil-
lion, the highest price ever paid for a manuscript. The hook
is one of 20 in existence and contains scientific writing and
illustrations.
„
Briefly...
...26 Roman milestones, estimated to be about 2400 years
old, were discovered in the Arava desert by Israeli kibutz
workers Hurricane Gordon, touted as the deadliest stonn
of the season, battered Haiti and Jamaica last week, causing
more than 100 deaths in the two countries...
...Former United States President Ronald Reagan, 83,
announced he is in the early stages of Alzheimer's...
...An earthquake, measuring 6.7 on the Richter scale, hit the
Philippines last week, killing four people and causing tidal-
wave The United States accused Saddam Hussein of
building "pleasure palaces" for Iraq's elite at a cost of over
$500 million An 86-year-old woman, pronounced dead
by the coroner, was discovered to be alive after spending
over 90 minutes in a IxxJy bag in an Albany, N.Y. morgue...
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about things
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Some ofthis country's
the world-
most creative minds are in Canada's
lliat means
• • 1 j everything
insurance industry.
<M
J
They're the kinds of minds that know creativity educated, experienced and ethical group of . , .. _
goes far beyond art, literature or making movies. professionals equipped to pursue successful
LaUTief S llttie
If you're like that, why not consider a career with careers at the local, provincial, national or even
-
~
-
Canada's property/casualty, or general insurance international level. DUDDie.
industry? The industry offers a wide variety of Choice, challenge, satisfaction and security.
career choices for creative minds. Accountants They are just some of the rewards you'll enjoy
yes, but also systems analysts, lawyers, managers, through a creative career in the property/casualty
loss prevention engineers, investment specialists, insurance industry. Just COHie lip to
investigators, marine underwriters, aviation For more information, look for your local
adjusters and many more. The choice is yours. Insurance Institute in the white pages or, contact
The Cord Offices
General insurance is also an industry that Les Dandridge, 8.A., A.1.1.C., at The Insurance
encourages you to acquire its own levels of Institute of Canada, 18 King Street East,
and ask for Lilian
professionalism. As a Fellow or Associate of The 6th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, MSC IC4
Insurance Institute of Canada, you would join an (416)362-8586 FAX (416) 362-1126. or IngTld,
Canada's Insurance Professionals
The Graduates of The Insurance Institute of Canada. 884-2990
Editorial
T.V. generation looks waaay
upfor role models
We are not the X generation. We are the TV generation. Look up,
waaaaay up
into your memories, and you will see what I mean.
Our generation defines almost everything by what we have seen
on a shining screen at one time or another. Whenevera strong emo-
tion is felt, one of the first reactions is to think "Wow, this is just like
the movies!" I hate that. Sometimes I have gone out and done
something with my friends only because we had seen it in a TV
movie and thought it was cool. Sure, we may have had a good
experience or a few laughs but I can't shake a creepy feeling that
the 'IV told me to do it. It's about a loss of control. It is about defin-
ing values. It is about our generation.
Our no-culture has Income the culture for the teens and twenty-
somethings t(xlay. We get into animated conversations about Sesame
Street and Captain Kangaroo. We were raised by TV into a violent
materialistic culture that we reject. Angst anyone? 'IV does not allow
us to discover things for ourselves. For example, a child three or
four years old watching TV after dinner every night has values
imposed inextricably onto their mind. They are not allowed to find
values on their own.
It's bad enough when the programs are Canadian made, but
when the shows are American, the problem becomes much worse.
Sure, American shows are belter than Canadian shows. The differ-
ence between the two is so apparent that Canadian standards have
become a definition.Mow many times
have
you heard someone say
"Yikes! What is this show - Canadian?" American shows are usually
more fun to watch, but they must be recognized for the evil that
they represent.
I drove through a small Ontario town recently and all the kiddies
in a schoolyard were wearing American baseball hats and American
college sweatshirts. W'sup with that? Did they all of a sudden
decide that American college paraphernalia was cool? No. TV told
them so.
There are two 'IV shows that I can watch without feeling that my
brain is being scrubbed. One is The Simpsons. It is perhaps the
only show on television today that shows the world as it really is.
The Simpsons is anti-politically correct, anti-American, and anti-TV.
(It's funny liecau.se it's true).
The other show is Hockey Night In Canada. Notwithstanding the
fact that sports is only the elite's way of distracting the populace
from the injustice ol society, hockey makes me feel good.
The power
of the glowing light must be stopped, or al least
reduced. One reason that there have been no great thinkers or revo-
lutions in our time is because we have spent so much time staring at
the tube.
Would Socrates or Kant have had time to think if they were wor-
rying about catching the American Music Awards? Do we talk about
the situation in Panama when we can talk about Ricki Lake?
Television is very useful in occupying time that might
otherwise be
used for thinking.
Watching 'IV is a passive activity. At least when you read, your
mind ckx's most of the work. It is an individual intellectual activity.
You form the values, you judge the characters, you dress the scenes.
You never read a book that you don't enjoy, but people do watch
TV shows they hate. After half an hour someone will say "Why am
I watching this crap?" but they still watch it!
'IV is an epidemic in our culture - a disease of the brain. Turn it
off. Throw it out. Try reading a book.
Editorial by Shawn Callan,
Assistant Entertainment Editor
theopinions c.xpressi'din this editorialan'I hose of
theauthor and do not necessarily re/bet those <>/ the
rest ofthe Cord staff or(tfits ptihlishtr. \\ 'I.l'Stnd<'ill /'nhlications.
OPINION
Letters to the editor
Problem with
new Big Sugar
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Sterling
l.ynch's concert review of Big Sugar
at the Volcano in the November 9
issue.
I too attended this show, and
was appalled as I watched Big Sugar
abandon their roots in favour of
going mainstream alternative. The
distorted versions of Big Sugar blues
classics made me ill.
A year ago or so, they played
Club Abstract to a packed house of
blues fanatics and delivered 2 hours
of solid blues. The kind of blues that
displayed proof of the claim that
Johnson may evolve to be the next
Stevie Ray (but with a style all his
own). The mere omission at the
Volcano of "Sleep in Late" was a
clear indication that Big Sugar is
going the way of many Canadian
bands
— giving up their musical
integrity for gigs at the local alterna-
tive bars.
Upon arriving home, I immedi-
ately put in the "El Seven Nite Club"
CD featuring Big Sugar as the Rivoli
house band backing up a number of
Canadian blues and jazz greats. It
was impossible to believe that I had
just seen the same Big Sugar.
Do
you have/ have you even
heard of
this disk, Sterling? 1 guess not. !t
came out liefore they discovered the
distortion [xxlal.
Big Sugar delivered an onslaught
of alternative crap to an
audience
who couldn't care less if they were
listening to a tape recorder. The sight
of ignorant drunks pretending to
mosh (this is another story altogeth-
er) to this music was deeply offend-
ing, but apparently not to Big Sugar.
I only pray that when Kelly's re-
opens as a
blues bar on November
23, it will not be infiltrated by this
crowd. 1 also pray that Big Sugar will
re-discover their roots, and j->erhaps
honour us with a performance of
musical skill and feeling, unlike that
for which I pissed away $5 at the
Volcano.
Paul Kilpatrick
Double check
with Wiccans
Dear Editor
I'm writing with regard to the News
article "Witches hold first public ritu-
al at WLU". First I must say
I'm veiy
happy the ritual got press coverage
and the writing in the article was
well done. Unfortunately there were
some inaccuracies I feel should he
addressed.
The woman portraying Inanna
was wearing what is called the
seven Me. The seven Me are power-
ful items that gave Inanna
the power
of Queen of Heaven and Earth.
When Inanna went to the under-
world the Queen of the underworld
told her servant to strip Inanna of
the seven Me.
The reason for this was to strip
Inanna of her ostentatiousness and
her egotism. This is why the
woman portraying the Goddess
Inanna was disrobed. The second
inaccuracy I would like to address
is
one concerning the Laurier Pagan
and Psychic Fellowship. Most of the
members are not Witches. About
half are Wiccan, Pagan or interested
in these areas but are not initiated
Witches.
Lastly, we have not been federal-
ly recognized since 1979. (I wish!!)
In 1979 the Wiccan Church of
Canada began petitioning to be fed-
erally recognized. It has been within
the last few
years
that Wicca was
provincially recognized. Federal
recognition will not be for another
ten to fifteen years.
Next time, for something not
many people are familiar with,
maybe the writer should double
check the facts, just to be sure every-
thing is accurate and no miscommu-
nication has occurred.
Sean Wilde
How to senda
Letter to the
Editor
1. Letters must be received by
Monday at ncx>n lor publication
in the upcoming issue of The
Cord.
2. The letter must be on computer
disk, or via e-mail (22cord@
machl.wlu.ca). If computer
access is a problem, please speak
to the editor-in-chief. Computer
disks can be picked up in The
Cord offices on Wednesday after-
ncx)n.
3. All letters must be accompanied
by a signed hard copy, with the
author's name, student I.D. num-
lx*r, and telephone number.
4. All letters will be printed with the
author's name attached. Letters
printed without the author's
name only with the permission
of the E.I.C.
5. The E.I.C. may edit the letters for
length and clarity.
6. No racist, sexist, homophobic or
otherwise libelous submissions
will be printed.
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What wouldyou nameyour
autobiography?
"Get that fucking camera out
of my face"
The Fry Guy
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"The Man"
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2nd YearAUs
"Holy Christ, I have no clue
lan Gilbart
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Far more nasty than OPP
SHAWN GRAHAM
Cord Opinion
There is, in Quebec, a certain
frightening organization
known by the initials SQ.
The SQ is nominally the
provincial police; but in actual-
ity they have pretensions to
being a paramilitary force.
After the Oka crisis, (in which
the SQ's paramilitary assault
ended in the resulting debacle)
the SQ attempted to buy some
Leopard tanks, to deal with
future "civil disturbances".
I tmmm.
The SQ arrested the entire
police force of Chambly in a
lightening raid on September
12 - some 54 officers and sup-
port staff in total. Of course
this was a total farce - only 3
|x;ople were ever charged with
any wrong doing. Hmmm.
hist year, in an effort to cut
costs the federal government,
rightly or wrongly, decided to
shut down the military college
in St.-Jean, Quebec. Of course
there was a furor over the
decision - some 1100 jobs
would lie lost. The feds
arranged with the provincial
liberals to keep the college
open as a non-military insti-
tute. However, all that has
changed now that the
Pequistes are in.
The PQ (Parti-Quebecois)
offered to finance College
Militaire Royal out of their own
government purse. The
Canadian military could still
send their own people there to
get trained. Thus would be
solved the problem which had
closed the college in the first
place: lack of funding.
The governmentof Quebec
would have you think that this
is a perfectly honourable way
of solving the dilemma. It is
not.
In the first place, it is com-
pletely unconstitutional and
therefore illegal. Only the fed-
eral government has jurisdic-
tion over the military, and
hence only the federal govern-
ment can fund it.
Should the federal govern-
ment give up the funding and
hence the ultimate control over
College Militaire Royal? What
would stop the Ontario gov-
ernment from doing the same
thing to RMC in Kingston? Or
in British Columbia? What
would there be to stop any
province (or territory for that
matter) from setting up its own
military school?
One might question
whether it really matters who
funds or sets up a military col-
lege, so long as the recruits still
serve in the Canadian army. It
does matter, and it is a vital
matter. Should a state give up
its control over the military,
that state has lost the ability to
self determination. The corol-
lary to that is, should a state
gain control over the military,
then that state has gained the
ability to self determination.
The military colleges are the
essence of the Canadian mili-
tary.
Do you see where I'm
going with this? Quebec
already has an organization far
more nasty than the OPP. With
a military college at its dispos-
al, it would not take much to
transform the SQ into the anny
they've always wanted to be.
When the SQ was first formed,
they were not much better
than Duplessis' own rag-tag
mob of thugs. The SQ has
evolved into something much
more graceful than that, but
that final step still has not l>een
reached.
But they are close. The fed-
eral government must resist
attempts by the Quebec gov-
ernment to capture College
Militaire Royal. We all must
resist attempts by any province
to gain more powers than it
warrants. We're on the edge;
who will rescue us from the
brink?
Hate groups cross the border
BRENDA GOLDSTEIN
Canadian University Press
TORONTO — There are nearly
200 hate groups operating in
the Toronto area with up to
1,500 active members, Toronto
police members lold a confer-
ence on hate groups this week.
The organizational structure
of hate groups has changed,
becoming decentralized,
regional and difficult to track,
said detective sergeant, Wayne
Cotgreave of the intelligence
unit.
"[The groups] don't have
prominent leaderships. Now
they have smaller cell-like off-
shoots. It makes it difficult for
anyone trying to determine
what their actions are," he said.
White supremacist groups
have made an unprecedented
effort to recruit young people
by infiltrating high schools,
Cotgreave said. They also have
moved into the realm of hate
music and comic books in an
attempt to recruit young peo-
ple.
Cotgreave said it is almost
impossible to do anything
about the distribution of racist
music and literature.
"It is the attitudes being
developed that concern us,
beca use they might lead to
actions down the road."
II the police don't join
forces with civilian anti-racist
groups, they will waste too
much energy being reactive,
with hate groups on the lead-
ing edge.
Aryan pride and extremism
are on the rise in many nativist
and right-wing groups in North
America, said Steven
Scheinberg, a history professor
at Concordia University.
"Anti-Semitism, nativism,
racism and homophobia have
mainstreamed and found ele-
ments in the Republican Party
and the religious right," said
Scheinlx'rg.
I le pointed to the recent
swing towards the right in the
U.S. mid-term elections.
"What we see is a rise of
neo-isolationism and national-
ism, the rise of the Christian
right, and an element within it
that has a relationship with the
extreme right."
Scheinberg said this could
have repercussions in Canada
because it is easy for hate
groups to trade information
and expertise across borders.
"Most are from the U.S. to
Canada. There are better con-
nections, better communica-
tion. It's easy to get in a car
and drive down to Hayden
Lake, where the [right-wing
extremist group] Aryan Nations
has its headquarters."
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Isolation vs
IntegrationInqueeries
by Gary van Lingen
There's been a fair amount of talk over the
creation of a specifically gay, lesbian, bisex-
ual community, which would be the
exclu-
sion of those who are heterosexual. For
some the creation of a specific and ulti-
mately exclusionary community is a good
thing.
The concentration of people of a like
mind allows for a sense of community, of
belonging. The chances for finding a part-
ner (or partners) are significantly increased
because the heterosexuals are removed
from the dating scene and only the poten-
tial partners are left.
The greater concentrationof people also
means that the person of your dreams
might be somewhere nearby rather than
having to screen out others first and then
try to find that preferred person.
The threat of harassment and violence
from intolerant individuals is likely to be
lessened if not completely removed, creat-
ing a space where we can express our-
selves to our fullest extents. Given this, the
creation of such a community would be
beneficial to a number of people.
The drawbacks to such a community
would have to include the fact that not
everyone would want to live in such a
community. Because we come from all
backgrounds, our interests, personalities,
and talents are as diverse as the overall
populations and the idea that everyone of
us can live in such a community is
absolutely bogus. There would be a num-
ber of people who would not like to l~>e in
such a "ghetto" and would rather live out
there amongst the heterosexuals. The
option of having an integrated community
means that the heterosexual remains
amongst us.
It, like the "ghetto", does have its draw-
backs. The fact that not everyone has their
sexual orientation on their sleeves makes it
more difficult to locate the appropriate peo-
ple for the formation of relationships or
even for sex alone (with the result that a
there will he mix-ups in assumption of ori-
entation).
We are forced to live amongst people
who do not have our well-being in mind
and we find ourselves the targets of vio-
lence and prejudice. It might mean you
have to be stronger to survive in such an
environment and knowing that not all peo-
ple are strong enough, or even willing to
risk such an environment, the integrated
community would not be a good idea.
The advantages of the integrated com-
munity are also numerous. While finding a
partner may be harder, finding someone of
like mind will be much easier.
In our diversity we sometimes have to
go
back to the source of our diversity in
order to sustain ourselves, something that
might not be possible if one was in an
exclusive community with a limited vantage
point. We also are able to deal with a
greater numberof people, coming into con-
tact with new ideas faster and more fre-
quently than if we were shut up in the
ghetto (despite what some activists would
have you believe).
The integrated society would allow us to
become more complete as people. As being
in the ghetto, in my opinion, would merely
stunt the individuals so caught up in it
(both willingly and otherwise) and deprive
them of knowing a lot of neat and interest-
ing heterosexuals who have something to
offer us, as we have a lot to offer them in
return.
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Melanie Seal - Reread Frankenstein! He
does start a second monster but destroys it
lx'fore completion - chapter 20.
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Pete Robinson - voice of the people.
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Justanother number?
VIEW FROM THEFA M
GREG SLOAN
Cord Opinion
Waterloo is the first city I have ever lived
in. There are pros and cons to living in an
urban setting. One plus which many city
dwellers take for granted is house num-
bers.
They may seem like a simple addition
to the front of the house, but they make
legating someone's house so much easi-
er. You may l>e asking, so what? They're
like the telephone and television; every-
lxxJy has one.
Well, almost everyone. You see, these
things just didn't exist back on the fann.
Mail was addressed to a Rural
Route Number. This made the
delivering of the mail a twisted
version of Russian Roulette.
Everything was fine if you
were the only Greg Sloan that
lives within the jurisdiction of
R.R. #3 Chatham.
The problem comes when
there are more than one per-
son with the same name. Since
country families tend to settle
in the same area, there is a proliferation
of Sloans within a few concessions of
each other. I was the only Greg Sloan
(the world can be thankful for that).
However, my brother, Paul, repeatedly
received mail for my cousin, Paul, and
vice versa.
Now, you think our parents would
have gotten together and worked this out
Wore the naming process took place. It
seems the accurate delivery of mail was
not on their minds when they were
choosing the names of their brand new
baby lx)ys.
The mail wasn't the only inconve-
nience of not having a house number.
Try giving directions to someone from
out of town. "Okay, you drive down the
road about two miles, go past three
bends, and it's the second house on the
left after the big oak tree. If you go past a
sign welcoming you to another county,
well then you've gone too far."
Calling an ambulance was also a com-
plicated procedure. Since it's kind of
important they get there, and as fast as
possible, the above directions aren't so
hot. You have to tell them your lot and
concession number. Now how many
people know this? It's right up there with
the date of your parents wedding
anniversary, and what size waist you take
in your blue jeans. (I could have swore I
knew what it was, but then I had to have
the sales lady pry those suckers off me. A
little too tight).
The biggest problem for the residents
of the county is that, with the present sys-
tem, 911 was impossible. We could watch
it in action on TV, but we couldn't use it.
So, the powers that be sat clown and took
the most long, drawn out and complicat-
ed procedure they could find to make it
work. After all, they were politicians.
One of the quirks of country roads is
that a lot of them have the same names.
There could be three different Fifth
Concessions in one township. Don't ask
me. It's the same reasoning behind the
CI'IAs two Roughriders. Or is that Rough
Riders?
So all of the roads had to be renamed.
This wasn't an easy task. Some were
named after families who had lived there
for a long time. Of course, the rumour
mill was churning. "Gladys, did you hear
that they're naming our road after the
McDonald's. Even after he got that park-
ing ticket. It's just not right".
The road controversy in full motion,
the second phase of their plan began:
giving us all house numbers. These num-
bers couldn't actually go on the house,
since some farm houses are set back a
mile from the road. So each front lawn
received a shiny new green sign post.
They were all put in by the different
townships in an exact spot chosen after
hours of painstaking research. Too close
and the snowplows will mn them over.
Two far and they might be blocked from
view.
I admit the road signs are handy. It
will allow us to have 911, which is great.
To me, however, it's just one more step in
the urbanization process. First house
numbers. Then what? A 7-11 right beside
the crick? Street lights lining the bean
fields?
The fact that my
house is now just a number is
also depressing. Where's the
room for individuality now.
The minions of bureaucracy
have taken something away
from me. It's no longer my
home. It's 10177.
Also, as my dad says,
the sign post is just one more
thing we will have to maneu-
ver around when we're cutting the lawn.
Is this progress?
Well, I guess if you can't beat 'em, you
might as well join 'em. So I'm petitioning
the township to change the name of" my
road from the current monstrosity of
Pinehurst Line to the eloquent sounding
Sloan Boulevard.
On second thought, I don't know if I
can put up with my name being pulled
through the mud by the gossip network.
"I can't believe it Gladys. Even after their
youngest boy, Gregory, used "hell" in one
of his articles. I just don't know what this
world is coming to." Me either, Gladys.
And that's the view from the farm for
this week.
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Amnesty International:
Strivingforpeace
NAOMI IVES
AND MICHAEL URMINSKY
Cord Features
"What are
the dismal
realities of
Indonesian
labour
conditions
today? Workers
are underpaid.
They dare not
open their
mouths to
request better
wages because
the bosses
employgoons to
intimidate or
silence them. As
in the case of
Marsinah, ifa
worker refuses
to toe the line
there are
alwayspeople
available to
murder him or
herfor a price."
Indonesian Observer,
15 November 1993
Amnesty International is a grassroots human
rights organization which began as a response
to human rights violations around the world.
This global movement is independent of gov-
ernments, political parties, religious organiza-
tions and econonri - interests.
Members write letters to foreign govern-
ments and demonstrate that the world can
change, even against overwhelming cxltls. In
fact, there is no feeling more satisfying than
receiving notice from a foreign government
that a prisoner has been released.
Peter Benson founded Amnesty
International with a newspaper article. He
called on people from diverse backgrounds to
lx'gin working impartially and peacefully
for
the release of individuals imprisoned for their
political and religious beliefs. He referred to
these individuals as 'prisoners of conscience',
a term which is now used world-wide.
Thousands of people offered their assis-
tance within the first month of the article's
release. He did not intend to start an organi-
zation like Amnesty International. He merely
wanted to make known the violationsof fun-
damental human rights.
However, six months after the article was
published, Benson took this brief publicity
effort and began to transform it into a perma-
nent international movement. Since that time,
wherever basic human rights are being sup-
pressed, Amnesty International members
engage in a non-violent battle against official
silence and political persecution.
Amnesty International is not a political
organization. Our members do not criticize
political systems; instead, the focus is on a
narrow mandate designed around three pris-
oner-related issues.
Amnesty International seeks
the release of
'prisoners of conscience". These are people
who have been detained for their beliefs,
colour, sex, ethnic origin, language or reli-
gion; the only stipulation for Amnesty being
that they do not promote violence.
Our second locus is to work on behalf of
people who are being held without trial or
charge. We advocate fair and prompt trials for
all political prisoners. Lastly, Amnesty oppos-
es torture, the death penalty and other cruel,
inhumane and degrading treatment of prison-
ers.
At times the organization has even worked
on behalf of refugees who, if returned to their
country of origin, would be at risk of having
theirhuman rights violated.
Willi more than 1.2 million members
world-wide, the movement handles an aver-
age of 5,000 individual cases each year.
Wilfrid Laurier's Amnesty International
Youth Campus Network focuses on a letter
writing:'campaign which is global is scope. In
addition, we focus on human rights aware-
ness and education through petition/infonna-
tion tables, movie nights and guest speakers.
Amnesty International
has developed an
extensive 'Network' system. These community
groups''are found throughout the world.
'Iliese networks focus on specific issues in
human rights which relate directly to the spe-
cific interest of the group.
For example, there is a medical network
which is made up of doctors and
other health
professionals who pressure members
of the
medical profession who are involved in tor-
ture. The Women's Network focuses on per-
secution of women because of their sex. The
Urgent Action Network is a quick response
system for emergency appeals
which
Amnesty receives. There are many
others,
including the Artists' Network and
the Letter
Writing Network.
The work of these groups
of people is
invaluable in the light lor human rights.
However, despite their hard work,
human
rights violations persist throughout
the world.
Amnesty International
has made a significant
impact; however, the work is
far from over. I
find strength in the words of Martin
Luther
King, Jr., when he said that "INJUSTICE
ANY-
WHERE IS A THREAT TO JUSTICE
EVERY-
WII ERE."
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Rhetoricand
Reality
Human Rights in
CanadianForeignPolicy
MICHAEL URMINSKY
Cord features
)oe Clark, former Secretary
of State for
External Affairs, once said, "human rights are
and will remain a fundamental,
integral part of
Canadian foreign
policy."
Historically, the Canadian gov-
ernment has
claimed to be a
defender of human rights. The cur-
rent Liberal government has
been
no
different. Its foreign policy
handbook (1993) states that
"Liberals believe that the interna-
tional community must view-
human rights as universally igno-
rant of borders
and free lrom the
politics of the day."
Such statements leave the dis-
tinct impression that the govern-
ment is strongly committed to the
promotion of human rights.
However, the time has come to dis-
tinguish between
rhetoric and reali-
ty-
After the Tianamen Square mas-
sacre,
Brian Mulroney condemned
the Chinese government for human
rights violations. Yet trade increased
with China by 50% over the next
few years of the Mulroney govern-
ment.
Just this past week,
Prime
Minister Jean Chretien,
the Premiers
and business leaders from across
Canada signed $8.6 billion worth of
trade deals with China. However,
the subject of human rights was
carefully avoided (except in closed
ckxir discussions).
Human rights activists, including
memlfers of Amnesty International,
constantly point to the fact that
China's human rights record has
not improved at all since the
Tianamen Square massacre. Yet the Canadian
government continues to insist that trade and
Western influence is the lx;st way to promote
human rights.
There is an inherent contradiction in
Canadian foreign policy over the relationship
between human rights and trade. Louis
Gentile, a former foreign service officer,
recently resigned from the Canadian Foreign
Service for this very reason.
The government imposes sanctions on
countries like South Africa, Haiti and Serbia.
However, when a financial incentive presents
itself, the Canadian government conveniently
discovers that human rights are best promot-
ed through economic linkages. Eliminating
this inconsistency is necessary if Canada is to
help build a 'new world order' in which
human rights have an imjxirtant standing.
There has been significant debate on the
question of whether it is appropriate to link
trade and human rights. Amnesty
International takes no position on the use ol
mm
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sanctions or the separation of trade and
human rights.
In an interdependent world, trade and
human rights are inherently linked. What
policy makers should now be asking is
how best they can promote human rights
through these economic ties. Obviously,
a country such as Canada can not expect
to correct human rights violations in
China or any other country merely by
severing trade links.
Supporters of trade lies with China
argue that Canada can better influence
the human rights situation through link-
ages. However, imposing Western
values
upon another culture is equally question-
able. Furthermore, the government, on its
trade mission throughout Asia (Indonesia,
China) is not setting up any mechanisms
which could further this goal. I-astly, neither
the government or business
have approached
Amnesty International for information
about
the human rights situation in China.
The approach adopted by the federal gov-
ernment inadequately promotes human
rights. The government should foster commu-
nication between grassroots
human rights
organizations in China and Canadian
busi-
ness. The combined efforts of these groups
could help to promote human rights with
greater success.
■Hi A Pan'iHicin fortiori
Another aspect or Canadian roreign
policy which is often related to human
rights is development aid. Government
policy has recently sought to link aid and
human rights conditions; however, efforts
remain inconsistent.
Whether aid and human rights
should be linked is not the issue. Alter all,
Amnesty International does not take politi-
cal positions. The linkage is commendable
when implemented.
The question is: what is being
implemented? The Canadian government
must acknowledge that the Western notion
of human rights is not what is needed in
developing countries. Social movements in
these countries define human rights broad-
ly. This definition includes economic,
social, political and cultural rights. If the
Canadian government wishes to promote
human rights in these areas it must work
within the above framework, not impose
Western traditions.
The Canadian government
has
spouted the rhetoric of human rights for
too long. Action must come eventually,
and what better time than in the final
stages of a sweeping foreign policy review
I would like to end on a hopeful
note, but alas, the government's recent
actions in China, Serbia and Haiti offer little
encouragement. Human Rights abuses will
continue until countries like Canada begin
to translate the rhetoric into a truly 'new
world order' in which fundamentalhuman
rights are taken seriously.
i Violence in East Timor
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Violence in East Timor
Indonesian occupation has brought twentyyears ofterror
LAURIE NEWMAN
Cord Features
Amnesty International recognizes that human
rights are indivisible and interdependent, and
works to promote and protect all articles
enshrined in the Universal Declaration of
I luman Rights.
Amnesty International is impartial and
independent of any government, [X)litical per-
suasion or religious creed. It is an organiza-
tion dedicated to ending all types of human
rights violations, regardless of race or ethnici-
ty-
Indonesia, according to Amnesty
International, is notorious for human rights
violations. The country's New Order
Government claims to be a democracy, based
on the Rile of law, but little political dissent is
tolerated and there is significant emphasis on
ideological conformity.
Easl Timor, once a colony of Portugal, is
located 400 miles north of Australia. In 1975,
the colony experienced a brief civil war, and
independence was established in Novemter.
Within one month of independence,
Indonesian forces invaded the island and
have occupied it since. This occupation is
considered to be illegal according to
International Law, as Indonesia's claim to East
Timor has never been recognized by the
United Nations.
For the citizens of East Timor, cxxupation
has meant 20 years of terror. Amnesty
International became involved in East Timor
because of widespread human rights viola-
tions by the Indonesian military against pro-
independence forces.
Within the last two decades, the pattern of
violence has included mass killings, political
and arbitrary arrests, show trials and short-
term detentions. It is estimated that hun-
dredsof thousandsof East Timorese have suf-
fered death, disappearance, torture, rape,
political imprisonment, intimidation and
harassment by the New Order Government as
a result of their pro-demcxratic beliefs.
The citizens of East Timor have contested
Indonesia's presence right from
the first day
of occupation. In May, 1993, the guerrilla
resistance leader, Xanana Gusmao, was con-
victed of rebellion and is currently serving a
20 year prison term. Although there is still a
small guerrilla campaign in East Timor, much
of the opposition takes the fonn of non-vio-
lent underground resistance by farmers, stu-
dents, young people and civil servants.
This non-violent campaign of resistance
organized activities such as the peaceful pro-
cession to the Santa Cuiv. cemetery in the city
of Dili, in November, 1991. This procession
was met by the Indonesian army, who
responded with the massacre of up to 270
people and the "disappearance" of an esti-
mated 200 others.
When confronted, the Indonesian anned
forces attempted to justify the killings on the
grounds that the people in this procession
were shouting "unacceptable things" and
causing chaos in the streets.
A massive protest over the massacre
forced the Indonesian Government to
promise the people an investigation. The
official inquiry, however, was extremely
flawed. It accused demonstrators of provok-
ing the massacre, and protected the police
and military by keeping any criticism of their
actions to a bare minimum. The military offi-
cers who were ultimately responsible for their
troops' actions were neither charged nor tried.
In fact, some of the protesters were arrested
and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Since this incident, there have been no
other massacres of this size. There are, how-
ever, continued reports of extra-judicial exe-
cutions in East Timor to this day. Amnesty
International's campaign on Indonesia and
East Timor seeks to introduce a number of
concrete measures which would strengthen
mechanisms for human rights protection and
help to prevent future violations.
According to their News Releases,
Amnesty International is urging the
Indonesian Government to:
1) prohibit, by law, extra-judicial execution
and "disappearance";
2) bring to justice the perpetrators of human
rights violations;
3) release prisoners of coascience and politi-
cal prisoners;
4) repeal the death penalty and the repressive
Anti-Subversion Law;
5) establish effective mechanisms to investi-
gate and remedy human rights complaints;
6) ratify major international human rights
treaties;
7) permit regular and unrestricted access by
Amnesty International and other human rights
groups
to Indonesia and East Timor; and
8) establish and open prison register systems.
It is important for Amnesty International to
make people around the world aware of the
human rights situation in Indonesia and East
Timor. They are not isolated occurrences,
nor are they the work of an handful of poorly
disciplined soldiers, as the government has
often claimed.
They are the product of a network of insti-
tutions, operating procedures, and ideological
assumptions which underpin the govern-
ment's response to expressions of dissent or
signs of disorder. Fundamental human rights
are necessary prerequisites for citizens in any
country. East Timor is no exception.
All of the contributors are members ofA. I.
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Math & Computer Bldg.
Room 2018
JV*J-AiA/ls— Mon-Fri 10am-3pm
Tel: 888-4636
We Serve UWand WLU
Students, Staff, andFaculty
It's Almost Time Fof
N CHRISTMAS!
H Come check out our
Christmas Specials on:
Software, Gaines, Bundles
And Much More !
Plenty to choose from for .Aft
gifts and stocking
staffers
SPORTS
Laurier hockey on a roll
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
The Hockey Hawks capped an impressive
week when they topped Ryerson 6-0 and
defeated the Lauremian Vbyageurs 7-2. The
pair of victories move the I lawks' record to 7-
1, and they now hold a sizable lead over
Western in the Far West Division.
Saturday, the Hawks took a backseat to
football due to the fact that most spoils fans
were in Toronto to watch Western eke out
their overtime win in the Vanier Cup. It was
a performance that pleased Head Coach
Wayne Cowing. "I didn't think we had it in
us," is howlie described the win
Smitty Kulafofski scored twice, with Ryan
Merritt, Matt Turek, John Spultore, Todd
White and Mike Babcock adding singles.
Geoff Schnare recorded tlie win in net.
Western will fall even further txjhind the
Hawks with the reversal of an earlier win
over Windsor. They played a player that was
supposed to he under suspension (sound
familiar?). They have appealed the ailing but
in all likelihcxxl they will lose the win. That
sets up tonight's matchup vith Western in
London, A Hawk win will mean a seven
point lead, plus a game in hand for the
Hawks.
The Hawks next game after Western is
Sunday in Windsor. They do not return
home until alterChristmas.
Kubas hauls in the Hec
First time everfora Golden Hawk
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
It was a fitting end to a brilliant career. As if there
was any doubt, Laurier's Bill Kubas was awarded
the l lec Crighton Trophy as the nation's most
valuable player. The award, given on the merits
of his performance this year, capped a career that
will be seen as one of the best ever in the CIAU.
Perhaps his coach summed tip Kubas' career lx;st.
"His career will be used as a measuring stick for
quarterbacks in the CIAU in the future."
He finished the year with 2295 yards and 23
TDS with only six interceptions. Those numbers
allowed him to become CIAU leader in passing
yardage with 8427 yards. The record is made
more remarkable by the fact that most career
record holders in the CIAU come from either out
west or down ea,.t, where they play eight games a
year, compared to the OlJAA's seven. lie also
holds
career OUAA marks in yardage, touch-
downs, completions and attempts.
Upon receiving his award Kubas was quick to
deflect praise toward his teammates. One person
who Kubas was particularly appreciative of was
his coach.
"Coach Zmicli has taught me everything i
know about how to play quarterback. I came in
here and I basically just knew how to throw the
ball, he taught me how to be a good quarter-
hack. Zmicli himself was a winner of the award,
in 1982 as a memberof the Ottawa Gee Gees.
bill s teammates Stefan IHaszek and Mike
Chevers were honoured as well. Ptaszek picked
up an unprecedented third All Canadian honour
and Chevers was picked on the second team.
Despite all of the individual recognition, it's
not Bill's fondest memories of his career at
Laurier. "The Vanier Cup was definitely the high-
light of my time here. Over the weekend I talked
to a lot of guys who would trade their individual
awards for a chance at a VanierCup."
The season this year was somewhat bitter-
sweet for Kubas.
"The loss to Western this year was the most
painful. Just because we had a team that we
knew was good enough to win. As it turned out
our game was really the Vanier Cup... despite
Saskatchewan giving Western a game."
Concerning his future, Kubas is somewhat
reserved. I Ie would welcome a shot to make it in
the CFL, but like everyone, he knows the politics
suirouncling the chances of Canadians making it
at his position. Failing that, there is always
Europe.
"I would need the right deal to go," he said.
Kubas mentioned that many intangibles come into
play when considering a career overseas. Off-
field commitments that European teams require,
and cultural factors such as language would have
to be right in order for him to go.
Whether Kubas' future has pro football,
teacher's college or even coaching in it, you get
the feeling that anything Kubas tries his hand at,
he'll be successful.
PICTURE:
SCOTT
MCKAY
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To read or nottoread?
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports
With the NHL lockout
dragging on, Cord
Sports has decided to
provide you, the dis-
traught fail, with a way
to kill time that would
otherwise hare Ixen spent
watching hockey on the
tube. Spoils books. This is
the second in a series of
reviews that will offer you
ways to quench that spoil-
ing thirst, '/hat is . until the
lockout ends, at which point
we can all become mindless
slaves to the irresistible allure
of the devil box once again.
(Seepage 10)
"If God didn't want man to
cover sporting events, he
wouldn't have given him
whiskey and airplanes" - Jim
Tom Pinch
Sports books tend to fall
into two categories. There are
the reflective autobiographies
and the coffee table stat packs.
If you look
hard enough, you can find
some gems
that fall under the heading of
sports fiction. Nobody writes it
like DanJenkins.
One of Jenkins* latest
efforts is You Gotta Play
Hurt, the story of a year in
the life of a sportswriter.
The main character, Jim
Tom Finch, is a
holdover from Jenkins
most popular novels,
Semi Tough and Life Its
Ownself
The book, while fic-
tional, is actually sort
of autobiographical.
There is surely a lot
of Dan Jenkins in
Jim Tom Pinch.
Jenkins wrote for
Sports Illustrated
for twenty years
before semi-retir-
ing to Golf
Digest. He
knows of what
he speaks.
The narra-
tive begins in
Europe at the Winter
Olympics and continues
through the NCAA Final Four,
Masters, World Series,
Wimbledon, Indy 500, Summer
Olympics, British Open,
Superßowl, and just about
every other major sporting
event.
In a word, it's hilarious. As
funny a book as you'll ever
read. Jenkins, through Pinch,
pokes fun at everything, from
the coaches to the players to
magazine editors. He sees the
sports world for
what it is today
- a money making machine that
has far too few heroes and far
too many idiots.
One of the best things about
this book is the way Jenkins
parodies real life. While he
can't use the names of real ath-
letes, he has created fictional
characters who closely resem-
ble them. Fictional Wiley
Sulins, a big hitting, long haired
Australian golfer, is a dead
ringer
for Greg Norman.
Fictional Courtney Duncan, 14
year old tennis prodigy, seems
an awful lot like Jennifei
Capriati. This way, Jenkins
can tear a strip off overbearing
parents
of young
athletes,
among other
things, without
getting himself sued.
There
really is no Mrs.
Duncan, just
many people like her.
This stampede through
the
world of sports
is something
that every fan
should read.
Trust me, you'll be glad you
did.
Read any good Ixioks
lately?
If you 've read a good sports
book lately or em'for
that mat-
ter, write up
a review and drop
it off to Scott at the Cord
offices.
We'll beat this lockout
somehow.
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Smoking is fun, and it's good for you,
but it could harm your pets!
Every year, more than 5,000,000
pets die of second-hand smoke.
So the next time you light up,
just think about what you are really doing!
Almost there
LIBBI HOOD
Cord Sports
The Women's volleyball team suf-
fered a heartbreaking loss to
Waterloo last Wednesday. The
Golden Hawks played one of the
best matches of
their season so
far, with every
game being
decided by only
two points.
Laurier won
the first game,
15 - 13, but
Waterloo bal-
anced the
match by win-
ning the second
game,
14
- 16.
The third game
was the hardest
for the Hawks,
who gave up a
eleven point
lead and went
on to lose 13 -
15. Being down
two games to one, Laurier fought
back in the fourth game for a 16 -
14 victory. This left only the fifth
game, which was a battle right to
the end, but the Hawks lost 14 - 16.
The team played "more consis-
tently," said Coach Cookie Leach,
and "as a team effort it was the best
so far." This team effort was evident
in the number of players who
earned impressive individual stats.
Fourth year power hitter Carrie
Ostram led the offensive attack
with thirteen kills.
Second year middle hitter 1 lilary
Yates showed all around good play
with six kills, and three blocks for
points. Yates' serving was also
impressive with four aces.
Another second year middle hit-
ter, Tara Konowalchuk also played
well, with six kills, one ace, and
five bkx'ks for points.
Some of the rookie talent on the
team was also displayed by power
hitter Angela Lundy, with six kills.
All hou
g
h
this was the
Haw k s
fourth loss
in as many
gam e s ,
Leach is
optimistic
about the
rest of the
season. The
team is
imp rov-
i n g
steadily
with each
g a hi e ,
and gain-
ing more
experi-
ence.
Ixiach Ix'lievcs that this ex|xjrience
will lead to the 1 lawks making less
mistakes, mistakes which are usual-
ly costly.
The Hawks hope to obtain that
elusive first win this Friday in
Windsor.
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Coach Cookie Leach and troops discuss strategy
Firstplace battle
ANTHONY PASTO AND
STEVE GROENEVELD
CORD SPORTS
V— I \L/ VIM J
Real students. Real journalists. Real
hockey. THL, the Tamaie Hockey
League. Live lx>ne caishing , high
flying action, every Thursday and
Sunday night. Come out and expe-
rience the excitement.
Week four action saw Calgary
and Anaheim tie 5-5, Toronto Ixjat
Ottawa 3-1, and Vancouver demol-
ish Philadelphia 17-4. (Not a mis-
print). And now for a synopsis of
week five:
Vancouver 4 Toronto 4
The THL's two premier hcx'key
teams, Vancouver and Toronto bat-
tled to a 4-4 draw Thursday night.
Toronto's money player, Rob Taylor,
led the way with 1 goal and 2
assists, and is finally living up to
management's expectations.
Linemate Brent Wagner, working
extremely well with Taylor, potted
2 goals and 1 assist. On the other
side of the rink, Vancouver's Kevin
Fudge led the cause with 3 assists.
Sniper Kevin Westlake, coming off a
9 point night last week, only man-
aged 1 goal. Both these teams
remain undefeated.
Anaheim 5 Philadelphia 4
Anaheim and Philadelphia faced
off in the battle of the cellar
dwellers with Anaheim edging
Philly 5-4. Brodie "the Rocket"
Richards and teammate Brad Bailey
each had a 3 point night to secure
the win for Anaheim. Philly's bright
spot was Craig I lynds, who finished
the night with 2 goals and 1 assist.
The Mighty Ducks are flying high of
late with a two game unbeaten
streak, while Philly is still searching
for their first win of the season.
Ottawa 3 Calgary I
Sunday night's game featured
two evenly matched teams with
Ottawa squeaking ahead 3-1.
Trailing 2-0, Calgary's Mike Boston
put his, team within one, scoring on
a rebound off a shot from Phillip
Brisebois. With 49 seconds remain-
ing Calgary, with a two man advan-
tage, pressed hard but Steve Hong
scored an empty netter to end
Calgary's hopes.
Just a reminder to come out and
join us this Sunday for Till. "Mat
Day". The lucky person with the
most unusual cap gets an exclusive
chance to watch the game from the
press !x)x.
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The Laundromat
465 Phillip St., Waterloo
Parkdale II Plaza
•Coin operated laundromat with attendants
•Dry cleaning-20% Student Discount
•Drop-off Wash & Fold
•Shoe repair
•Alterations
We offer a clean & friendly atmosphere.
Come & visit us!
Long
John
Silvers.
GOOD FOOD
GREAT VALUE
BIG SAVINGS
WITH COUPONS
In Kitchener at 907 Victoria Street North. Phone 744-4372
Now in Waterloo at 384 King Street North. Phone 888-7650
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■ Family 9
E 2 pes. fish, fries, cole- J
Size Fries
■ slaw and hushpuppies. J $Q99 i
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. ■
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. 1
■ LIMIT — 2 OFFERS PER COUPON. " UM IT _ 2 OFFERS PER COUPON. I
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1994. OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1994.
GET SET FOR
laurier
Press Pay
WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 30TH
Win Prizes at Purple * Gold!!
Recieve 1 Entry Forw For Every
Article of laurier Clothing.
One Hec of a career
August 90 - Kubas leads a star studded cast of
rookies that includes Stefan Ptaszek, Craig
Brenner, Pat O'leary, Paul Stoppenbrink and
Mike Chevers among many others, into his
first training camp as a Golden Hawk. He
quickly assumes the starter role.
Sept 90 - Kubas plays in his first university
game versus the University of Ottawa. The
Hawks lose but Kubas shows some remark-
able poise and shows that he has what it
takes to start in the OUAA.
Oct 90 - Kubas leads Laurier to a close, but
heartbreaking 23-18 loss at the hands of
Western in the OUAA semi-final. Kubas' year
included two outstanding performances ver-
sus Guelph and Waterloo that enabled the
Hawks to gain the playoff berth.
Nov 90
-
Kubas is awarded the Peter Gorman
trophy as the ClAU's top Rookie.
Aug 91 - WLU assembles for Kubas' second
training camp with a year under his belt. The
team appears to have a gcxxl mix of experi-
enced veterans and talented young people,
an aura of optimism abounds.
Oct 91
- After an impressive string of victories
over quality opposition, including a 18-0
shutout of U of T, Kubas leads the Hawks
into London for a showdown with Western.
Disaster strikes as Laurier blows a huge first
half lead to lose 52-37. Kubas throws 3
untimely interceptions and the Hawks suffer
some key injuries.
Oct 91 - Kubas ends the year 103 for 198,
1675 yards and 12 TDs, with 11 interceptions.
He is awarded a second team all-star selec-
tion.
Oct 91 Laurier enters the playoffs with a 5-2
record and promptly defeats Waterloo 35-5.
A return trip to London is in store as Kubas
and the rest of the Hawks look to avenge
their only other defeat of the season.
Nov 91 - Kuba s comes off the bench to score
the winning touchdown and secure a 13-12
Golden Hawk victory. Laurier's Cinderella
season appears to Ixj taking shape. Kubas is
named
game MVP.
Nov 91 - Kubas makes his debut at the
Skydome and leads the I lawks to a dramatic
42-22 come-from-behind victory. The 1 lawks
get ready for a return trip to the Skydome for
a date with the Mt. Allison Mounties for the
National Championship.
Nov 30, 91 - Over 30,000 fans watch Kubas
toss a touchdown pass and handoff to tail-
back Andy Cecchini twice for touchdowns, as
the Hawks beat Ml Allison 25-18 to win their
first National Championship. Mustang coach
Larry Haylor calls Kubas' performance
"remarkable....especially considering he's only
a second year athlete."
In only two years as a university player and
only four years playing the game, Kubas has
himself a National Championship ring, and
the Peter Gorman Trophy as the nations top
rcx)kie.
Sept 92 - Kubas returns to the scene of the
previous Yates Cup victory and hands
Western a 32-24 defeat. He throws for 274
yards and a touchdown as the Hawks hand
Western their second defeat in as many
games.
Oct 8, 92 - Kubas plays a key role in one of
the biggest offensive performances in the his-
tory of CIAU football. The Hawks crush
McMaster 84 -14 and Kubas throws for 426
yards and six touchdowns. The Hawks and
Kubas serve notice that they are out to repeat
their 1991 performance.
Oct 92 - Kubas is awarded a second-team all-
star selection. He plays a leading role in
Stefan Ptaszek breaking the league receiving
mark with 865 yards.
Oct 31, 92 The Hawks sutler a heartbreak-
ing 34-31 loss to Western in the OUAA semi-
finals. The loss ends what was a great season
for Kubas and the Hawks. Despite scoring
two touchdowns and throwing two others,
Kubas' effort was not enough. He finishes the
year 104 for 189, 1553 yards, 13 touchdowns
and 6 interceptions.
Sept 93 The Hawks roll up huge wins over
Guelph and Western as Ptaszek and Kubas
appear to
lie unstoppable in their assault on
the OIJAA record lxx)k.
Oct 93 - The I lawks visit Varsity Stadium for a
showdown with *1 ranked U of T. The
Hawks, on the strength of two Kubas touch-
down passes, take a commanding 21-9 half-
time lead. That, however was followed by a
collapse in the second half. Kubas is hurt
after being tackled in the endzone and the
ensuing kick is returned for a touchdown.
The 1 lawks never recover and lose 42-22.
Oct 29, 93 - A late season upset to Waterkx)
forces Laurier into a return match with U of T
at the Skydome. It looks good early as the
Hawks are up 10-0. However, Kubas is hurt
in the second quarter
and the Hawks offence
stalls, falling behind 27-20. When Kubas
returns he leads a remarkable 104 yard march
down the field. Disaster strikes when a
Liurier fumble is recovered by U of T. The
I lawks lose 27-20. Kubas' status is unclear as
he ponders his future. I le finishes the year a
first team all-star, after passing for 1905 yards,
12 TDs and 6 picks. He is awarded his first
All Canadian award, on the second team.
March 94 - Kubas informs Laurier coaching
staff that he will return for a final season, and
in doing so every OUAA passing record
appears set to fall.
Sept 10, 94 - Ptaszek and Kubas shoot the
lights out as the Hawks down York 42-23.
Ptaszek breaks records in both receiving
yardage and receptions. Kubas bags OUAA
Athlete of the Week Honours with 367 yards
and two touchdowns in the air and three on
the ground. Records for career attempts, com-
pletions and touchdowns are poised to fall.
Oct I, 94 - After beating both Guelph and U
of T, Laurier loses a tight 24-22 battle to
Western. In doing so, however, Kubas
becomes the career leader in yardage, com-
pletions and attempts in the OUAA. The
game however would have an ominous fore-
shadowing to it.
Oct 5, 94 - Kubas throws six touchdowns in a
51-14 rout of Mac. Mac coach, and former Ti-
Cat head coach Al Bmno calls Kubas one of
the test quarterback's he's ever seen, saying
that he has the talent to play in the CFL.
Oct 22, 94 - Kubas breaks the CLAU passing
mark with a brilliant 480 yard performance
versus Windsor. His final stats for the year
are incredible, 2295 yards, 23 TDs and only
six interceptions. He establishes himself as a
lock to win the Hec Crighton trophy.
Oct 29, 94 - The Hawks mn into a very talent-
ed and stingy Waterlcx> squad in a showdown
at the Skydome. A detennined Kubas eventu-
ally finds Ptaszek in the endzone twice in the
second half to pace the Hawks to a 29-26
overtime win.
Nov 5, 94 - In one of the most exciting games
ever played in the OUAA, Laurier loses a
heartbreaking 38-36 overtime thriller. Despite
scoring two touchdowns in overtime, Laurier
can't stop the powerful ninning game of the
'Stangs and concede a last minute field-goal
from 15 yards out. Kubas calls the loss the
lowest moment of his career at Laurier.
Nov 17, 94 - Kubas' career is capped off with
the awarding of the Hec Crighton Trophy,
symbolic of the Most Valuable player in the
CIAU. He also is awarded a first-team All
Canadian.
Compiled by Pete Robinson
Lacrosse
season ends
JOHN FINI
CORD Sports
New highs were established this season for
il«-' men's lacrosse team in comparison to
recent years, including victories and a fourth
place finish. However, that will not ease the
a semi-final loss in Guelph last week-
end against first-place Carleton. The team
started the game out trouble, with WLU
totaling 12 first half penalties. Carleton Ux>k
advantage of their power plays as they look a
7-1 However, the team settled
down to finish the game respectfully. The first
two goals were scored on strong individual
efforts by defensemanChris Willemse.
The second half was finished with two
goals by midfielder John Fini, and the game
ended at 10-4.
With most players returning next year, plus
the addition of several skilled rookies, the
lacrosse team is looking forward to more suc-
cess next season.
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KAUFMAN FOOTWEAR ~T
FACTORY OUTLET JpL
6 Shirley Ave., Kitchener
Blemished Production
Overruns, Samples, Discontinued
WHOLESALE PRICES
boots for men and | 2
Ave
'
women •< <g
foamtread suppers
Victoria
n
for the family TT?T
(KINGTREAD) Mon.,Tues., Wed.
10 am -5 pm \===n
workboots and Thurs., Fri. 10 am
- 8 pm
rubber footwear Sat. 9am- 4 pm [WWJ_
'Stangs squeak
out a win
ADRIAN OSBORNE
CORD SPORTS
Yet another exciting University foot-
ball game took place this past
weekend. The Vanier Cup was
played in front of over 28,000 most-
ly dainken fans at Skydome.
The University of Western
Ontario Mustangs defeated the
University of Saskatchewan Huskies
50 to 40 in overtime.
Player of the game honours
went to Saskatchewan quarterback
Brent Schneider, who threw for
over 400 yards and broke numerous
VanierCup records in the process.
Western did not lose any games
this year. The two closest games, in
which they won by only two points,
were both against the Golden
Hawks. One or two good bounces
and that would have been Laurier
out there beating the Huskies.
The game itself was veiy enter-
taining and, as expected, veiy high
scoring. Western built up a twenty
point lead with eight minutes to go
in the fourth quarter thanks to the
strong ntnning ofAll-Canadian Sean
Reade. Thanks to some bizarre
play calling that had quarterback
Warren Goldie throwing bombs
instead of running out the clock
with Reade, Western allowed the
Huskies to actually pull ahead by
three after three Schneider touch-
down tosses and a safety. However,
in a scene familiar to Hawk fans,
the Mustangs managed a last sec-
ond Frank Jagas field goal, which
forced the game into overtime.
In the second half of an amaz-
ingly anticlimactic overtime, with
Western up by a field goal, unsung
heroAnthony Lane ran back a punt
to put the game out of reach. So
what if there was a little clipping on
the return.
Oh well, I suppose congrats go
out to the Mustangs but damn, we
were so close.
Women swimmers
on a roll
DEAN BOLES
Cord Sports
Another fine outing for the
women's swim team. On Friday the
18th, Hawk swimmers tcx>k on 10
teams from the OWIAA and McGill.
The women swam a tough
order of events, each swimming 5
or 6 events in a three hour time
limit. The Hawks had some great
results and "in-season" perfor-
mances, allowing them to finish in
third lxihind U ofT and McGill.
Jennifer Parsons and Sue Miller
were individual event winners.
Miller took control of the field in
one of her specialties, the 100M
backstroke. Miller also had top
three finishes in the 200 M back and
200 M individual medley.
Parsons showed her talent and
speed in winning the 50M back-
stroke in a time less than a tenth of
a second short ofthe meet record.
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GOOD FOOD
GREAT VALUE
In Kitchener at 907 Victoria Street North. Phone 744-4372
Now in Waterloo at 384 King Street North. Phone 888-7650
Making a List and Checking it Twice?
Bring it to the
PRE-HOLIDAY
SALE
IN THE CONCOURSE
9 AM - 3 PM
■ = NOVEMBER 29 & 30, DECEMBER Ist
Featuring:
Clearance Items
Stocking Staffers
New Merchandise
ENTERTAINMENT
Sitting around naked...
CAMERON WELLS
Cord Entertainment
Upon arriving in London at Alumni
Hall on ihe University of Western
Ontario's campus, we were
informed by the people from MCA
that we were too late to join the
hand for their sound check. We
were brought backstage where we
sat clown for dinner with the crew
and the band decided to come out
and join lis.
As 1 was just finishing my
dessert, I looked up to see Jim
Creeggan, the bass player of the
B«renaked Ladies, sit down across
from mt- with his second hdping
t>f dinner. I iljouflht to myself, this
ts redly c<x>! that ]'ve: been .invert
the opportunity to talk wtth jim, as
he t.s not a very outspoken memter
«112 the band He considers h»ns<-I{
the "foutlh member of the b<4nd"
behind frontmen Steven Page and
Eel Robertson, and drummer Tyler
Stewart. The fifth member of the
band is Jim's brother, pianist/ per-
cussionist Andy Creeggan.
As it turned out, Jim was the
band member that 1 was assigned
by MCA to interview. I don't think
th.it one could really call our con-
versation an interview. We dis-
cussed such topics as the new Star
Trek movie, Star Wars, and photo
radar in Toronto. We did, however.
tltscass t)ie band as well and whal;
successes that they've enjoyed
since the release <M their second
album "M:ivhe You Sliouid Drive',
lite hand has had ;i strong fof-
Ji iw-iiig since I>efore lite release of
t!>eir debut, %kxdon"
t
.<nd recently
have Insert climbing the dual* m
the UK as well. Jim describes their
success in the U.S. as being "just
like when Canadians heard 'If I
Had $1 000 000' lor the first time."
After dinner, the band left to
prepare themselves for the show,
and we went to our seats to catch
Bass is Base, the opening act. Bass
is Base provided an entertaining set
of a funky, jazzy, rock-rap style of
music. I suggest that you check out
this group, recently signed by A&M
Records, and pledge your alle-
jtMOU't«j funk
'Hie Haren'ikvd ladies greeted
their audience with "lik: in a
Nutshell*. Throughout their one
and a hjif hour set, they provided
a good mlxtiuv of songs from both
"<k>fdon" and "Maybe Yon Should
Duve". including such hits as
"Jane", "F.nid", "If I Had $1 000
000", and a really souped-up ver-
sion of "Alternative Girlfriend". A
highlight of the show was when
Stewart rode a bicycle on to the
stage during "Crazy".
Many of their newer tracks off
"Maybe You Should Drive" feature
both Page and Robertson playing
electric instead of acoustic guitars,
and Jim Creeggan abandoning his
huge acoustic bass for an electric
bass. The band has experienced
some growth arid dsaqge&M&iCHie'• i
album to another. As J
"We can be any type of bam! th#
yovt want usm be," - -W?%|
The concert was
rot* of. such
.as "Hie Ik* of !«*,' art&f-
1
"Loser" by B*ek. but £he 'Wmmm
wanted more. During their first
encore, they played
"Intermittently", and another hit
"Brian Wilson", before saying a
final good night with "What a
Good Boy" during their second
encore.
The Barenaked Ladies are com-
ing to Centre in the Square in
Kitchener on Monday, December
19, and it promises to be just as
entertaining as the show in
London.
PICTURES:
DAVE
SCOTT
WheretoHang
November 23
• Pure is at the Volcano
• Rita MacNeil is at Centre in the
Square
November 24
• The Spits, formerly Leslie Spit
Treeo, are at Lee's Palace
• John Horrocks is at Wilfs
• James Campbell plays clarinet
at the K-W Chamber Music
S<x"iety Music Room
• The Fatcats are at the Volcano
• UW Film Society presents
Australian films: 'Breaker'
Morant, winner of the Golden
Rooster award, UW East
Campus Hall 1219
• Theatre on the Edge live
improv comedy at the KWLT
studio
November 25
• echobelly has a long-awaited
|X'rformance at Lee's Palace
• King Cobb Steelie is at tile-
Volcano
• Blues Synergy is at Will s
November 26
• The Prodaimers are at Lulu's
• Riverworks is at Will s
• The Philosopher Kings are at
the Volcano
November 27
• The K-W Symphony presents
Sunday Serenade Series at
Centre in the Square
November 30
• Brian Fawcett, author of
"Gender Wars", will be in
P2067 for a reading
• Dianne Francis, author of
"Underground Nation", will lie
at the I lumanitiesTheatre, UW
• BITE and Huevos Rancheros are
at the Volcano
Homegrown tunes
SELENE MACLEOD
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Wheelaaahh! I could kiss whoever did the
lighting for last Wednesday's Music
Asscx'iation/Musicians' Network showcase at
the Turret. Finally, someone figured out that
red lights do absolutely nothing for anyone.
I only wish the rest of the evening had gone
as well; not only did two bands pull out at
the very last minute, but there were twenty
people in the audience.
The first performer was Jacob Moon.
Wow, that quiet guy in my English class has
a double identity — kinda like Clark Kent,
and is awesome ixisides. Standing in a yel-
low spotlight, Jacob Moon delivered his
blend of covers and originals with energy
and passion. He's as good as folkies get,
dear readers, and I can't wait to see him
again.
Ma's Home Remedy played next. These
guys are surprisingly tight, considering
they've only been together for a couple
of
months, and have only played one
other
show; you may recall my review
of the last
one. For their second performance,
the
band was a little more heavy and stripped
down; they saved their antics
for the
between-song stuff. Just
what was their
obsession with cockroaches and string
and
phlegm balls anyway?
Fingerpaint Picassos were the
last band to
perform. My first question is, could
they
actually hear each other up there?
I felt real-
ly bad for them, because they have
such
potential; they are very talented, but
honest-
ly, they need time to develop
their soun
and stage presence. As
it stands, the
band
seems kind of lost, and technical
difficulties
don't help. Goodluck, gentlemen.
Gee, sometimes I wonder why
I bother
going to these things. Oh yeah,
I actually
care what's happening with the
local music
scene; too bad not very many
others do.
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Wild T:
Not much spirit
STERLING LYNCH
Cord Entertainment
Whenever a hquored-up and loose-
tongaed preacher smarts foaming at the
mouth about the sins of' the world, the
imiiiinet^:-acdval of (lie Apfxalyp.se and
the *jf Jesus, you can bet
•ymtr;favotte Bible that the same preachi-
er wSi;soO« be saving about the relative
merits of God, It k in very nmh the
sahie vefn whe« one talks of'WHtf ? and
the ipWt- in the sen?*? that the compar-
isons to Jlrtlf Kendrlx are seemingly
unavoidable, As far as the question of a
hdy trinity that includes jimi, Wild T ancj
electric guitars, well, that is ultimately l|
matterof be&&'
I approached the Wild T and the
Spirit <onceit .it die \okyno ott Friday
not completely familiar with the band's
Style, because my only exposure to them
had been the occasional video motsel in
a late night surfing safari Wild T and the
Spirit hit (lie &age with .in abondame
energy flowing from their bluesy, funkt*
fu-ti instruments to which the )iny audi-
ence was quick to respond. Hie set con-
sisted primarily of Jina-esque tunes that
had definite dance potential, and many
of the audience membefsgot mm the
groove of the vibe that was betng laid
Wild T Nought a very' cleat personal-
ity to the stage and concede*! with bis
audience as well as bis pickup did to 1 us!
guitar* lie Calked and joked between
songs, and performed a variety of guitar!
theatrics, it was not uncommon for Wild
T to end up squirming around on the
ground, playing the guitar with his
mouth or just plain tossing the noisy lit-
tle fella all about.
The performance started well
enough, but despite at! the energy and
enthusiasm (he music began to wear a
Tittle Uun Alter a prolonged jam that
included a cheesy rap sequence by Wild
T abotit the cost-giving betlefits of call-
ing late when making a long distance
call and a ten minute bass solo that
would have done Dave Foley proud, I
had definitely reached the potnr of bore-
dom, mi .
I have never been a fan of cover
bands and although wild rand the
Spirit wete not; strictly speaking, a cover
band,' the sound possessed such a quali-
ty of familiarity to it that it quickly went
stale after my beer pail buzz had run its
course. Wild T and the Spirit were very
capable musicians ami performed with
skill, hut they lacked that intangible
<|uality that makes a performance truly
.great To the band's credit, there were
many members of the audience who
appeared to be having a great time, but I
did notice that the ranks had thinned
liefore die show was over, ff you had
gone to the show as a believer you
probably would have heen renewed in
your faith, but if you were searching for
a new musical religion you would liavc
left unfulfilled.
PICTURE:
STERLING
LYNCH
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Contact: KELI WATSON
884-2990
3rd level SUB
in WlllSP/Cord offices
Dynamic
UO
byTanyaVenturaa dMelanieseal
Dear Dynamic Duo,
Recently, I visited my girlfriend for
my midnight snack. Infatuated with
the sensuality of having her creamy
flesh dangling about my probing
tongue, 1 began to enjoy my feast.
However, 1 noticed a strange yet
bitter taste developing in my
mouth. Negligible at first, I contin-
ued on only to find the taste to be
unbearable. I could not stand it
any longer; 1 leapt to my feel, mak-
ing a bee-line for the bathroom.
Instantly, I got out my toothbrush
and toothpaste and vigorously
scrubbed my mouth, only to find a
red tinge developing on my tooth-
brush. I glanced in the mirror and
to my surprise a deposit of red
slime was caught on the side of my
mouth - believe me it wasn't tcx)th-
paste! Disgusted by this, I darted
for the door. Now the mere
thought of a little chew, let alone
cherry syrup makes my stomach
rumble. Will 1 ever regain my
appetite?
Signed,
Muffy
Dear Muffy,
"The horror! The horror!" It's time
to fight fire with fire - or as the case
may be - blood. We feel the time-
has finally come to enlighten
Liurier students on the finer art of
"angel kissing". After you have this
bitter red wine in your mouth, trav-
el north to your girlfriend's face and
spit it into her mouth. By doing
this in a provocative manner, she
may find this a tasty treat. If not,
she has had a taste of her own
medicine - ha!ha! But before you
have to take your revenge to this
measure, think of the things she has
already been swallowing, without
question.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My roommate seems to think it is
funny to "choke his chicken" in
front of my girlfriend. When he
spills his goo, he wipes il on the
wall, and leaves the room. What
shall I do?
Signed,
Aberduff
Dear Aberduff,
It must be a real drag following him
around with a f-cloth. We are puz-
zled though: What kind of a loser
are you? Why are you letting others
peddle their wares and show off
their goo in front of your girlfriend?
If he has more goo than you, she
may go goo-gcx) for his goo. We
can only imagine the smell of your
walls with goo-smeared stains.
What kind of interior design is that?
Art deco? Nouveau Riche? It
sounds worse than red velour.
Anyway, lie proud of your goo -
the next time he squirts his stuff,
out-squirt him - surely your girl-
friend will be impressed by your
gcx>!
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My boyfriend has a huge penis but
he can't get hard. He says it's not
me. Please help me!
Signed,
Thirsty
Dear Thirsty,
Well...if it's not you, it must be
someone else. Don't worry, keep a
stiff upper lip - it will probably 1*
the only thing stiff in your life. If
you are really that thirsty, go for
Gatorade - the "deep down body
thirst". Or, just move on. There
are, after all, plenty of fish in the
sea. Why date a guppy when you
can have a blowfish?
Dynamic Duo
WINGOLOGY 101
MARTY GLADMAN AND
KEITH BILINSKY
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
The Huether Hotel
Offering something for everyone,
esjxxially in the wing department,
the Huether gives you seven differ-
ent types of wings. Among their
best are their gourmet breaded
wings (offered by no one else that
we know of), and the honey garlic
wing, one of the few to have
enough garlic.
The mild and medium offer a
thick sauce with a nice tomato taste
and gcxxl spice composition. From
there, the hot and suicide lose the
taste and thickness desirable from a
great wing. Unfortunately, these
wings are all a bit on the small size.
The celery and carrots are a great
added touch.
Note; A single order of the
gounnet breaded wings along with
a order of fries will nin you about
five bones for a good tasty meal.
While you're here you must try one
of the fantastic home brews.
HARD
CORD
SHAWN CALLAN, SCOTT
STINSON AND TIM SILK
Special Edition this week: Top ten
bandnames thatElvis never bad.
10. Prisoners Of Gravity
9. Popes On Dope
8. The Marzipan Pigs
7. The Glue Sniffers
6. The Pregnant Bride
5. 2 A's In Aaron
4. Running With Scissors
3. Just Elvis
2. The Nestleton Loop
I. The Celibate Whores
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"In Waterloo there are only two wajs to have fun after the lights goout" J
7:oopm WHITE _ _
9:ospm •R*EXOTICA m
M A M
7:oopm «PG» EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN — fcj
9:3opm BLUE SKY
| Tonight through WeJ Nov 30. PG
7:oopm «PO EAT
DR|NK
MAN WOMAN
JESSICA LANGE TOMMY LEE JONES
7:oopm *M* SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER RTTTF Sll£Y
B:SSpm*PG*EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN
1
'superb, wonderful, & COMPELLING!
"A Powerful Drama"
Deserving of an Oscar nomination.A movie
-)effCraig, SIXTYSECOND PREVIEW.
that will stay with you for a long time." —;
— —~~—
-leffrey Lyons SNEAKREVIEWS.
Tonight Mo«. NOV 28. AA
Film Guides available at 6 Princess St. W
Wilf's & The Centre SpotUyjMUyyKlMiiyuU Waterloo 885-2950
□-
]pH raSSIHPHI i=ipH
the GRAND POOH BAH of WESTERN and WLU in
E3H BHOI ASSOCIATION with the LOYAL ORDER of WATERBUFFALOES
hB mm hB
T-SHIRT IfT7 iIS,™II
GIVE AWAY ! WATERBUFFAtpK
the PARTY is called TO ORDER
w'
FR%Tf.lZ*
y
I SATURDAY DECEMBER 3
for every 100th person
to use a meal card \WSftA \ t 7
when ordering pizza. J&/ J
\y* f 341 MARSLAND DRIVE WATERLOO 886-7777
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HELP WANTED STUDYNAKED!
KudKym ' 7U} ~• <™ 3Z2
oping self Live Psychic ~DI7T}C/^IATA T C
THE HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION esteem and Tarot IjJXOkJIi/LLaJ
NEEDS YOUR 1 IEI.P!!!! social skills S£v"f *X) 7 Love, money,
The Kitchener-'Waterloo Chapter of the Heart A child meets )/ know your future.
and Stroke Foundation is looking for a with their vol- / j Talk live, one on A LOVING COUPLE WITH ONE CHILD
responsible, enthusiastic student to lead the unteer weekly \JJ one now!!!! HOPE TO ADOPT AGAIN, ARE YOU PREG-
Laurier Canvas Blitz Team! Gain great ex peri- during school J 1-900-451-3555 NANT AND CONSIDERING ADOPTION?
ence in organizing and communication skills, time to do j
ext. 2532. Must be CALL 519-271-4435 TO ACQUIRE INFO OR
while helping your community. We will train social aclivi- M 18yrs or older. INITIATE
CONTACT.
you!!! Call Lisa Howarth for more info, at 571- ties. Urgently
\
s
\
>—Procall Co. (602) PRIVACY SENSITIVELY RESPECTED FOR
9600 needed in \
J
I 954-7420 ALL.
Wedding photographer required for wedding throughout _ / \^\ //% NEW YEAR'S Adoption: A loving doctor's family longs to
in June. Black and white, candid shots. Please Kitchener /\ J EVE IN MON- share our hearts with a healthy
white new-
call Lori at (519) 765-2876. Waterloo, / rV" / L/ TREAL $129 torn. Your baby's future will be filled with
Cambridge \I , Includes two love, laughter, education
and security,
and area. Call V>r nights accommo- Housing and/or related expenses will be paid
744-7645 dations down- if needed. Legal/confidential. Please answer
FOR SALE town and bus our prayers and call collect anytime Judie
MY TYPIST! We do your typing right! Essays! transportation from Dec. 30-Jan Ist. Organize and Eddie (617) 332-9984
Term Papers! Resumes! Photocopying! Laser small group travel FREE! For more info, call
Globe and Mail subscriptions available at Printing! Free Spell Checking! More! Call 579- T(xld 1-800-361-1654 RIP She-Ra: You were a worthy opponent too
40% off the regular rate. More info, at the 2219! bad we never saw you on the battlefield! But
Centre Spot. FOOTBALL PICTURES
how can we miss you if you never go away?
LSAT-GMAT-GRE Training programs-Since Get your girlfriend something she really Gunther, Sven, Bjorn, Hans
NCR 1200 BAUD MODEM 1979 we have successfully prepared thou- wants! Many players to choose from! Call
$30 CALL 886-2327! sands of students for these tests. LSAT and Scott 885-1873 The Spruce Zoo is driving me mad! Stroker
GRE programs begin during the month of
r»r IT\ TMIATT
November. LSAT and GMAT courses begin OILY SKIN OR ACNE GETTING YOU NEED A NEW YEARS RESOLUTION?
rLACbb ID r\frl\ I during the month of January. Call now! DOWN? COME VOLUNTEER AT THE CORD IN
Richardson-(416) 410-7737or 1 800 567-7737 Help is available. No drugs or medication. JANUARY-RELEASE YOUR INNER BEAST
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call 705-722-0426 THROUGH WRITING, PHOTOGRAPHY OR
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1 bedroom in 4 Freelance Wordprocessor with 8 years expe- PRODUCTION !
bedroom apartment. Full kitchen, 2 wash- rience specializing in academics. Students and $20.00-10 resumes +10 covering letters ,
rooms and laundry facilities. Fully furnished 5 faculty. Please call pager, 575-7249, between Free Pick up and Delivery iIC TJIfxF
minute walk to WLU. Price negotiable-call 9:30 and 5:30, pick up and delivery avaliable. PREMIER FONT (519) 894-2075
Brad at 885-4701 or Carol at (905) 765-6778 A C CTpTfi'Ph C
Experienced Tutor avaliable in Calculus, The Wilfrid Laurier Interfaith Council is look-
A
3YR CO-OPS Physics, Math and Gennan. Call 886-2928 ing for more representatives from different EMBARRASS YOUR FRIENDS
I louse for rent for summer term in Waterkx). faiths. For more info call Sean at 725-0546. SO BAD THAT THEY
10 min walk from WLU, huge room, laundry Word Processing Service. Reports, Resumes,
WON'T EVEN GO OUT IN
facilities, dishwasher! $200 including utilities letters, mailing lists, form letters, etc. on recy- EARN EXTRA MONEY! 90 amazing money
PUBLIC!
Call Tim @ 725-5120 cled paper. Laser printing, dictaphone, equa- making opportunities for students for the COMING SOON
TO THE
tion editing, optical scanning available. '90's. Rush $16 with S.A.S.E. to Johnston CORD-WATCH FOR
DETAILS
R(x)m in house avaliable Dec., $200/month, Promotions, 30 Hugo Cres., unit 203,
2139/741-6026 I
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DAYTONA
1 WEEK FROM $299.
Cuba m ■
PUBLIC SERVICE I?""..?™
3587
- H WA m I
ACAPULCO
■ V ■ ■ k M
1 WEEK FROM $698 J J
LOVE, JOY,
ALL INCLUSIVE
[no„
$858
MAS SEASON. IF YOU ARE TROUBLED BY ■Montreal I
A POSSIBLE PRF.GNANCY CALL A FRIEND
NEW YEARS 2 NITES ,
FROM $139. (
Canadian Mental Health Association
Waterloo Regional Branch Friends, a
8r63 K3Way
of CM 11A mBKBn
- to support children in one-to-one relation- 14161974-9774 MTfll
1-8034654257 BbSB «I
y.
East & West Indian Foods & Spices
Rental & Sale of Indian Video Movies /\AA/\/\
55Erb
884
E
55
W
55
er100
K &
*'7
SATURDAY ■ HAIRLza/ PIT/ (IFF ■
Available Regularly: NOV. 26th, 1994/ \ °#^fV
•All fresh vegetables, all
i
/Potato $1.79/1 lUK r * Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursdag
kinds of beans and dais, Frozen Peas I 1 Olb
pickles and spices. 2ka/$2.99 I Besan $1.59
'Indian and Pakistani brand — A
v I im V(
new and old movies and
dramas. BASMATI
\A/1 II 5
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WLU
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NEU STUDENTEN KUNST
Ravings of the Mad Poet
I am Love
Next time you ask to share my soul,
Prepare yourself for what you may see.
A fire burns within.
If you dare to
touch it,
Don't be surprised if you're burnt.
I did not ask you to love me.
You wished to know my thoughts,
To hold a piece of my soul,
And then you turned away,
When you found,
That you were inside
of me.
I loved you.
But you were too afraid,
To even try.
Now there is nothing.
No sorrow,
No happiness,
No pain.
Just loneliness.
Though the fire still burns.
Ignoring it will not make it go away.
I still love you.
But you don't even notice,
As I watch you walk away.
Forever yours,
Tim Miller
The Day of Murray's big talk and he was worried.
by Gillian Mastromatteo
I NEVER LIKED UNCLE KEN.
by Chris Walsh
UNREASONABLE HAND-DRAWN
FACSIMILE
by Chris Walsh
INTUERI
THE CALCULATING BONE
photo:KEN HICKNELL
poem:SCOTT McKENZIE
What is man?
Some say flesh:
Body and mind,
Others say he lives
in his soul.
But in the end,
When man doth lie,
What is man, but bone?
Lying under the pine tree
I saw the needle pierce my eye.
A sharp pain then nothing.
"Don't worry about me," I said.
"I don't need a doctor."
I got up and headed home,
A needle in my eye,
A spring in my step and
Happy as could be.
by Izabel Waite
Ravings of the Mad Poet
Alone
As night draws near,
The city grows silent,
Darkness caresses me,
A soft wind kisses my cheek,
I look but into the cosmos,
And think of her.
My love for her is as boundless
As the endless expanse
Of the universe.
Her beauty is of the Goddess,
Moonlight basking all that
Surrounds her, in the
Tender perfection of her aura.
Yet she takes no more notice
of rr
Than she does the most distant s
I lie there in the dark,
Surrounded by strangers,
Staring out into space.
Morning approaches,
While I drift slowly
Through life,
Alone.
Forever yours,
Tim Miller
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The Roach Motel
The roach in my head is
restless tonight. He scuttles
back and forth across my
mind collecting bits of my
sanity as an old woman
collects junk at a yard sale.
He has a purpose. When I
turn on the light he makes a
frenzied dash for my darkest
thoughts. He nests there,
feeding, breeding. In my
dreams 1 hear the crunch of
his shell as the heel of my
boot grinds him down. But he
is too quick. And I don't have
the courage. I could fumigate
but like all roaches he would
just come back and all my
efforts will have been
wasted.
by Izabel Waite
Return of the Short Short Story: The Trap by Lawrence
Hammond
Unseen and unheard are the chains and shackles she carries. The huntress moves across the
plain. She's been stalking her prey for months. This prey is not to satisfy one night's hunger, but to be
kept as a prize, a trophy. The innocent boy has no concept of the danger that looms in her approach.
Unseen and unheard are the chains and shackles she carries.
He will enter the trap willingly. The bait was set the moment their eyes met. Like every animal in
his position, he thinks he can dodge in and steal the bait before the cage falls on him, before the chains
are attached, before the vampiress pierces his skin. He will enter the trap willingly.
She is better than most of her kind. In her youth, she let the prey get away with the bait, if only for
the pleasure of the hunt. Too many others get caught up in the hunt and forget about the trophy. Too
many of her kind feed for one night, forgetting the next day's hunger. She is better than most of her
kind.
The vampiress awaits his approach. The boy enters the outer limits of the trap. Though he can not
see the shackles, he can hear them, like chimes blowing in the wind. He ignores them and approaches
the spider's lair. Cautiously, he surveys the landscape, looking for the surest route of escape. With more
confidence, he enters her lair. The vampiress looks up through thick lashes, her arms open wide. He
has no more choices. The vampiress awaits his approach.
The key to her trap is to let the prey believe he is winning. Her arms close around his body. He
has no more fear. He takes the bait. Her nails bore into his bare back. Fangs pierce the skin. The two
merge and howl in elation. Hunter and prey feed off the other's hunger. There is a smile on his face.
The key to her trap is to let the prey believe he is winning.
The invisible chains rattle in the breeze. He collapses In exhaustion. The fluids of life have been
drained out of him. He has taken the bait, and now prepares to flee before the cage falls on him. Her
hunger satisfied, she prepares the chains. He will make a fine trophy. The vampiress' hunger will be sat-
isfied again and again until every last drop of freedom is drained from his soul. The Invisible chains rattle
in the breeze.
She opens the manacle. "I love you" His eyes search the room for a means of escape. There is
none. "I love you" Her arms open again. She offers more bait. Her lips part, showing her vicious
fangs. love you" Hypnotised, he can't resist. "I love you" Without another thought, the prey seals his
fate: "I love you too" The manacle shuts.
The whip strikes again and again. "Don't you love me?" he is trapped. He has been staved. He
feeds only at her leisure. She takes and controls everything he owns, nothing is sacred. "Don't you love
me?"
In a desperate last sprint for freedom, the crippled man looks the vampiress in the eye. "No, I don't love
you. I never loved you." The gun is raised to his head. She smiles, and the trigger is pulled.
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NSK Public Service
Announcement
The Eighth National Poetry
Contest is underway. Prizes
of $1000, $750, and $500
wilt be rewarded to Ist, 2nd,
and 3rd place winners. The
top 50 poems will be pub-
lished in an anthology by
The League of Canadian
Poets and Quarry Press.
All entries must be post-
marked by January 31,
1995. For full contest rules send a self-addressed stamped enve-
lope to Edita Petrauskaite, Executive Director The League of
Canadian Poets, (416) 504-1657, 54 Wolseley Street, 3rd fir,
Toronto, ON, MSTIAS. NSK doesn't actually endorse this thing.
We're just letting you know about it so you can make your own
decision. For all NSK knows, this thing is run by aliens and this is
their method of getting your address so they know where to abduct
you in the middle of the night and take you to their planet. I was
abducted in a similar fashion. THE TRUTH IS OUT THE&E.
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Yes, this is important....so
please read it.
(MP
We will be voting on the national CUP delegate again on Friday,
December 2, due to a Constitutional infraction in the voting proce-
dure. All those interested, you've got another chance, you lucky
dogs!
GOm> %
Be it resolved that:
1) "WLUSU" be removed from section 2.3.
2) Section 4.2 he altered to read "Cord staff status shall entitle a person to one (1) vote per
motion at all Cord staff meetings."
3) Section 4.3.2 be altered to "Staff status is conferred to anyone making a contribution to two
of the three preceding issues of The Cord and attending two out of the three preceding staff
meetings."
4) In sections 4.7.17 and 4.7.21, "Two (2)" be altered to "Three (3)".
5) Section 5.2 be altered to read "Quorum is 2/3 of the voting staff. No more than 1/3 of votes
may
be proxied."
6) Section 6.9.1 I* altered to read "...any member of The Cord staff or volunteers to The Cord,"
7) Section 7.3 be altered to read "In camera confidence shall apply to all interviews of Editor-in-
Chiefcandidates and discussion ofsuch interviews."
8) Section 7.6.6 lie altered to read "The Chair of The Cord staff meeting shall record his/her
vote before voting..."
9) The second sentence of section 8.1.2 be altered to read "The time, place, and intent of the
meeting must be advertised in the preceding edition of The Cord.
"
10) Section 9.2.1 be added, that "The Constitution Committee shall be stnick by the Chair of
The Cord staff."
11) Section 9-2.2 (previously 9.2.1) be altered to read "The Constitutional committeeshall exam-
ine the Constitution, and propose amendments as necessary, at least once per academic year,
during the fall term."
12) The Exploitation section in The Cord Ccxle of Ethics Ix? amended to read "Care should Ixi
taken in the presentation of photographs and captions that could appear to exploit gender, sex-
ual orientation, race, religion, handicaps, deformities, or age."
Come out to the Cord staff meeting this week, Friday at 2:30 in the
Turret to vote on these ammendments.
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YEAR OP THE DOG. ,^k
Thousands of years ago, the Chinese
said nineteen ninety-four would be the
year of the Dog. Good call.
■PSH Adventure Guide !
fin
thl Xour CoW father Friends aXiK !
■k\ EeS /Jin Thanks again to all who have participated in our anniversary year |
«a\ promotions and events. It's been an exciting year for us, with marked
growth in the sale of canoes,kayaks, footwear and tents. 112
We'd like to think our new store renovations are a significant factor S if IMS If 1 Bml ■*
J contributing to sales growth in these departments. New this fall you'll find |»M Bfrlfrl Bwß jig 1 1 Ifl K
a much improved presentation of cross country skis and snowshoes thanks
''|r
I
?*T?TTW*
y
to another renovation by Mike Furey our resident woodsmith. 'MraHHHKv
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•
i «
r» *1$ New products abound this fall just in time for cold weather and Holiday e. * P t a
Ifflpf|f gift giving- We have lots of soft warm cotton clothing for men and women * Courmayeur
ice Axes
by "Columbia", "Royal Robbins", "Patagonia" and "Woolrich". In outerwear
"
*
nf
1
i
°
j
we have new value priced fleece and technical outerwear by "Contour". - -
* Kl&ck Diamond
Great fleece and Gore-Tex™ clothing are in stock from
"
The North Face", ft Black Prophet Ice tools
AHHIV€rS(IY Columbia, Chlorophylle, Patagonia and Sierra Designs. Three-in-one I* i\£§p»
"
• Lowe Foot Fang
Avtnil}OY'iifi\l
ziP"OU t fleece parka's are our specialty with a dozen models to choose from. JPlif Crampons
JAMUUVI ally We have Columbia outerwear pieces for kids as well. >/3V « • Black Diamond
Ann\versay If skis ar }d snowshoes are on you list this winter we have great new fy, Switch Blade
Anniversciv options available. We've added
"
Tubbs" aluminum frame snowshoes and Crampons
J reintroduced
"
Magliner" magnesium frame snowshoes this winter. New in arte ~''i
i Vorro KAnfc
The X" C skiin £ are fat skis and backcountry boots from "Karhu" at great prices.
4
'|i? msjt• #Rl kn
DOOts
r, ~ ,
For cotton casuals, storm proof outerwear, Kaufmann footwear, perform-
oiacK Uiamond ice
Excitement ance underwear, socks, hats, gloves and gifts we have the brands that
bcrews
CnniinuoQ
assure you of quality and durability Our slogan
"
The leaders in quality ;
® Lowe Snarg Ice Screws
KjOTIIIfIUeS*,, outdoor equipment and clothing" continues. Iflr * lljll
O ADVENTURE GUIDE POST
112 j .-g j| | j jp|p|
10th
Anniversary
Winter- Edition
Nov2o, -
S
ll
Presented by Adventure Guide §S
•"The Band" Watch (J| • Therm-A-Rest j|| • Faber snowshoes
Jan. 28,29/95. Tickets go on Strap self inflating mat with harness
sale in December and make HID® Bison Belts 818 • Patagonia Flannel 818 • Bausch and Lomb
a great gift. . *3© • Adventure Guide shirts binoculars
HHWiM Insulated Mug • Lifa Underwear • Gore-Tex parka
MtVAwtfill;ja3cfiB| flSfl * Silva Polairis fjjjj • Swiss Army [j|J) with liner
Compass Knife 8 Print fleece jacket
We will run four shows 818 ® Eagle Creek 818 * Teva sandals 818 or pullover
a
"Brick Brewery
' '
f® Money Belts gg « Tracs walking gg • Hiking boots
Sg e Lonely Planet Sg sticks * Travel pack
[JjJ] Travel Books [jyj) • Sorel Winter JIB ® Climbing rope
$«§« Mini Mag boots *30
• Backcountry ski
We will be offering clinics in LUB Flashlight 818 * Water filters 818 package
Telemark Siding, Ice # »ganc|a| Sox" • Royal Robbins • Tents by Eureka
andSMWaxinlasainthis Fleece Sox 5S mens
5
or womens' The North Face,
winter. The dates and costs fifi ® Thorlo Socks billy goat pants Outbouned or
for these events will be a Woolen or Fleece • Woolrich chamois Sierra Designs
posted at the store. ullß Headbands up shirts 818 ® Mummy style
• Insulated gloves Sifl • Grey owl paddles sleeping bag
and Mitts • Climbing harness • Timberland
BEb * Chalk Bag with OUJ • Bolle sunglassses ulB insulated boots
■n
Chalk • Coleman or * Columbia
includmg
W
Dog
e
sleddfng
mS
Dry Bags M.S.R. stoves
®
Bugaboo Jacket
* GIFT certificatesareavailableatALL PRICES !
Can't make it into the store?
tfr- Canada
I
|
We will ship any order under •
5 lbs. with a value of $50 or I"f„
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/JRf Jy\L«\CVuA° EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING. cl«i« clmm C AKIHAI O
more - no charge m Ontario. Hji 860029 oANUALo
wateriqo ont
k $500 cJ *t
canoe currently in stock or
will guarantee our best price
delivery this winter if JUST IN
required. Help us plan our TKMIF
spring orders and help
' 1 JlV"
; yourself to savings. GHmS^BBwS/ksi,,
2with zip out fleece liner, in their •
"
Sierra Designs" Gore-Tex™ laminated ripstop programs has 112 E
expanded to include the
"
Fairlight" parka and the
"
Sprint
_
—i jJBk
—
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jacket". We continue to offer the more technical" Spearhead " " introduces Fat a
'
t
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Skis for backcountry .mT M7
SPRINT JACKET $310.00 performance. Shorter, m/
FAIRLIGHT PARKA $289.95 wider skis enhance My
" Acorn
"
slippers, sandal sax and new
" Kaufman Sorels". The number 1 name SQREL -Ifc- Tekna-sport sox with flat seams and [( S)]
in keeping feet warm. /f\\ stretch fleece.
-40 °c WOMENS SNOW LION $69.95
7
tfkm^cp™^
1
"
S°X 112ll'fn
-40 °c MENS SNOWLION $79.95 Ko o2
-74 °c MENS GLACIER $109.95 AtT
PRAIRIE B'6of"l""""""."."$45l00
3Vi »J 3k k ° i s& $5 <--v *JSHte^^i
Patagonia offers two weights of underwear as well. Both _ .
are polyester fibre. The Mid-Wt is knit and expedition weight <?®XVv m
Llfa offers wei9hts of underwear. Athletic is light
is knit & brushed. Mid-weight is eguivalent to Ufa Artie for 1 we poplular in hockey, running, X-C skiing or
insulation and Expedition weight is our warmest layer. "il .*** an,y/ aer°kic activity. Lifa Arctic is a double
MID WT....549.95 - $59.95 EXP WT....569.95- $85.00 wti ) 1
IMBBk
Socks, Gloves and
/mBBMB \ Jif
fl ■ " lm Balaclavas in these fl| %
WmM k warm moisture |
9^/.OU/r^
PriP^P'*''
'
« M cold weather comfort M arctic : 'T^^W:M
is possible from the top $34.95/PC
SKI PACKAGES
___________
r==ISCMiEFZA SKI SKI SKI
A -
• Atomic 53 SC ® Atomic Mountain Walk
• Ppltonpn A^tra
0PELTOnEII Wax or No Wax • Karhu Kodiak • Pe onen Sttno
~
__ _ -
• Fischer Country . Trak Couloir
K it bting
MTOM S € Wax or No Wax ￿ Trak Escape
for sport
• Fischer Trail
SALOMON
BOOT BOOT BOOT
_=s§=. 'Alpine 142 «Alpina 1500 I ?^o
mW alpina
* Salomon 5-11 • Karhu BC Frontier
. Salomon 811 SC
ICAFtHU" BINDING BINDING BINDING
• Salomon Profil Auto • NNN BC Auto • Salomon Profil Racing
• Rotofella NNN II Auto • NNN BC Manual • NNN II Race
SKI
* peltonen Calibre POLE POLE POLE
• Atomic Comp Junior
ROOT
* Swix 3 Pin * Swix Powder • Swix Classic
• Salomon srioi jr • Excel Nova
® Colt Tour Vario ® Excel Maxima
BINDING: fprs°t
n
an
S
da?d
Auto * P° rt 9 Colt Tour Cap
• Excel Specta Wing
n/sf r-
• Excel Winner II '93 stock
POLE • Excel Nova Jr
„ , „ „
Packages from... Packages
from... Packages from... Packages from...
$95.00 - $195.00 $275.00 - $335.00 | $349.95 - $549.95 $319.95 - $495.00
z \ X
'
K \ MAGLINER" Snowshoes are back on
II j
% t \
"5 the winter tra ' ,s - T his popular model
|||
:\
s>) | . VrJBMR. <1 features welded magnesium frames
"TUBBS" Snowshoes have arrived, featuring i>,\ X' / .wkWSm^
f
strung with stainless steel cables.
aircraft aluminum frames, TD9I "Strap and One 5ize...12"x48"... $175.00
Go" bindings and Quadex™ decking for
*
"'■
resistance to fatigue in cold or wet conditions. t/ u" "FABER
1,
Snowshoes continue to be our
We offer two sizes in recreational and
,
•**-—fat. most popular brand of snowshoe.
mountaineering performance trim. Featuring ash frames and tight lacing of
® X25 j&jJME-
-
We offer five sizes to accommodate a
Aurora $199.95 range of participant weights.
Katahdin $275.00
Priced f|-om $75.00 - $1 09.95
*
RefUaisof the Aurora and Eclipse are available $22.95" $39.95
ITIHII — I— —WW I—1 'I 111 ————————■—■ 111111 l II till— lIFH
IMB IJ I'll Vmm ill I > II equipmeht speciaiT
We have over 100 items at discounts /. . if oAI wr- if* Af\f\
of $50.00 or more.
"
% M •'* SAVc $100 ' $400
Selected models from Salomon, (T* A SUOCC © \£ AVA kTC
Merreil and Kofiach
wAIVJfch Cfe i\AYAI\O
BACKPACKS
®j
over 20 boats to choose from.
Sierra designs Thinsulate, Liteloft™ SAVE ON X-C RACING SKIS
Summerlite and Lite'N Up Sleeping Bags
®
'' j| BOOTS AND POLES.
TENTS
i JR Limited '93 stock available
All instock 4 person and 6 person tents by Jfc flt V, Prirp
Eureka, Sierra designs and The North Face W jjK&Z&stif 31 /2 nllCe.
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Adventure Guide I
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382 King Street North, tufSiay m'-l DEC' ,23
Waterloo, Ont., N2J 2Z3 WEDNESDAY 10-6 ~?-rl)nnAV q'?
Phone:BB6-3121 THURSDAY 9-9 SATURDAY
9-5
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